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CURRENT REGULATORY DEVELOPMENTS
Regulatory Developments inside the Community
This survey of regulatory trends in the Community was carried
out dur- ing the first half of 1987 in conj unction with the
Senior Officials Group on Telecommunications (SOG-T). The
information was dr-awn from a range of sources available to the
Commission, and was confirmed by the SOG-T. For easy
reference , tables are reproduced from the Green Paper.
Regulatory Developments outside the Community
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.REGULA'l'ORY DhVELOPMENTS IN BELGIUM
REGULATORY BODY
Ministry of Post and Communications ("Ministere des
Communications et des PTT"
II. TELECOMMUNICATIONS OPERATOR
Regie des Telegraphes et des Telephones (RTT) (public
corporation)
III THE CURRENT SITUATION WITH REGARD TO SERVICES AND EQUIPMENT
VOICE
Major services oper-ated by the RTT ar-e the following
DATA
TEXT
VIDEO
VIDEOTEX
Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN)
Mobile Radio Service (Mobilophone). RTT
introduce a cellular system in 1987 (NMT
MHz / BENELUX)
Radiopaging (Semaphone)
is due to
450
Non-switched leased lines
Datel Services over PSTN
Packet switched network (DCS)
Telex networ-k
A Teletex network is due to begin in May 1987
Electronic mail (DCS Mail)
Facsimile
A tr ial videoconference system is run between
Brussels and Luxembourg in conj unction with the
EC. In addition , RTT is due to set up a public
videoconferencing studio dur- ing 1987
A public videotex service , based on the prestel
standard , opened in 1985 , which now has some 1000
subscr ibersTher-e has been a certain amount of relaxation in recent year-s over- equipment provision, notably in the area of telephone sets. RTT' s monopoly her-e was relaxed in 1985 , so that there
is now only a monopoly on the first telephone set. Further
sets can be bought privately or from the RTT.
Certain other areas of equipment supply are also outside the
monopoly, such as PABXs with more than ten extensions or more
than two exchange lines , modems above 2400 bi t/s
teletex/videotex and facsimile terminals. The RTT is
currently having discussions with the European Community with
regard to further relaxation of the monopolies on telex and
modem equipment. At the time of writing the position was that
the RTT has agr-eed to extending monopoly relaxation to modems
below 2400 bit/s , and to the first telex terminal , within the
next three year-s.
All equipment connected to any RTT network must fir-st be approved , approval procedures being carried out by RTT itself.
IV. CURRENT NATIONAL TRENDS AND DISCUSSIONS ON REGULATORY ISSUES
Telecommunications services are provided by the Regie des
Telegraphes et des Telephones (RTT) under two laws dating from
1930 (Lei rlu 19 juillet 1930 et Loi du 13 octobre 19301.
These laws , which confer a monopoly to operate telephone and telegraph ser-vices, for-m the legal basis of the operation of
telecommunications services in Belgium. RTT ' s inter-pretation
of this monopoly extends to the supply of a range of customer
premises equipment. Telecommunications operations are
character ised both by the RTT I S broad interpr-etation of its
monopoly, and by the legal constraints placed on the RTT
through its statute , with regard to the management of its
employees and the financing of its investments.
Regulatory control is not separate from telecommunications
operation. The General Administrator of the RTT. reports to
the Secretary of State in the Ministry of Posts and
Communications. Regulatory authority ultimately lies with the
Ministry, but regulation of the networ-k , frequency setting,
type approval , standards and other regulatory activities are
carr ied out by the RTT itself.Use of leased lines for the exchange of messages is cur-r-ently
not a 1 lowed un I ess the users concerned belong to the same
company or group of companies (with the exception of specific
services provided by organisations such as Sl'l'A , SWU"
GEISCO, IBM and Reuters). The longest-established of these
networks ($ITA) will soon be subject to usage-sensitive
tariffs , information on usage being obtained primarily from
the users. The other networks (SWIFT, Reuters; etc. ) are
currently subject to usage-sensitive tariffs.
The PTT has up until now been an organisation with
wide-r-anging monopoly powers run under close governmental
supervision. However , it seems now to be widely recognised in
Belgium that one of the effects of the tight controls on the
RTT has been to r-estrict its ability to react to rapid
technological developments.
It was for this reason that a special commission (the
so~called " four wise men" commission
, "
Commission des Sages
was appointed to look into the possibility of transforming the
RTT into an entity with a much gr-eater- degree of autonomy.
The Commission reported at end of October 1986 (Rapport de la
Commission chargee d' examiner- la possibilite de doter la Regie
des Telegraphes et des Telephones d' une plus grande autonomie
et creee par Madame P. D' Hondt-Van Opdenbosch , Secr-etaire
d' Etat aux Postes , Telegraphes et Telephones , 28th October
1986 J .
The main findings of the Commission, with regard to the
regulatory environment , are set out below.
Public network
The Commission 1 s report takes the position that the basic
infrastructure should remain under monopoly control , on the
grounds that only a monopoly can ensure that the network is
run efficiently and economically while at the same time
achieving the necessary economies of scale. The monopoly
would extend to , and include , the subscr iber- ' s access point.
The operation of the public infrastructure , as well as the
infrastructure itself , would also remain under monopoly
control , including telephone , telex and data transmission.Terminals
Beyond the access point the Commission recommends that all
terminal equipment , including modems , be subject to open
competition. It forsees complete liberalisation of the
Belg ian terminq.l market over a per iod of three to five years.
It is foreseen by the Commission , however , that the RTT will
be able to continue to offer all types of equipment for sale
or rental in this sector. prevention of cross subsidy would
be achieved through the control of a I Comite de Surveillance'
through the creation of separ-ate profit centres , and by
setting up subsidiaries (' filiales
' ) .
Pr ivate networks
The Commission s report argues that the necessity of providing
circuits on a univer-sal basis (1. e. , to all those who request
them) means that the consequently heavy investment in the
infrastructure must be recovered through means such as the
payment of rental charges which are more closely related to
the cost of provision and , in certain circumstances
usage-linked tariffs.
The Commission recommends that flat-rate fixed rental charges
are applicable if a circuit is being used exclusively by the
subscr iber. However , the Commission recommends that it would
be advisable to charge usage-based tariffs in return for
author ising, for example , shared usage of circuits by third
parties or use of the circuit to offer special services. This
it is argued , would prevent simple resale of capacity, while
at the same time encouraging the development of  value-added
services. The report argues that unless such special tariffs
are charged by RTT then parallel networks offering specific
services at marginal cost will develop which would take away
traffic which would otherwise be carried on the public
network.Proposed new structure of RTT
rhe Commission recommended that the RTT should , following a
preliminary phase , be transformed into a public limited
company (Societe Anonyme d  Interet Public) with the status of
a semi-gover-nmental body (sui generis). It is envisaged that
a single ministr-y will take r-esponsibility for
telecommunications services , although this ministry is not
named.
In the interim phase , pending the creation of a limited
company, a consultative committee (Conseil Superieur
Consultatif) would be set up.
Standards : A body charged wi th the responsabili ty for
standardisation and equipment author-isation (Service pour la
Normalisation et les Autor isations en matier-e des
telecommunications - NAT) would be set up. This body, which
would be autonomous although located within one of the
ministr ies , would take over the standardisation and
type-appr-oval tasks currently carried out by the RTT.
Procurement : The RTT would in future have to be able to work
out its investment programme autonomously, although in view of
the strong impact of PTT purchasing on the Belgian economy
this would have to be carr ied out wi thin the framework of the
government' s overall industrial policy. It is recommended by
the Commission that the RTT should be guided by the government
as regards purchases in the area of the basic infrastructure
and by market forces in the area of terminals.
Regulatory control : A Government Commissioner would be
responsible for- exercising control over aspects of law
regulation and public interest.
As a consequence of the current discussions on r-egulatory
issues and the future RTT investment programme concerning in
particular network equipment ("Contrat du siecle ), it is
likely that there will be changes in Belgium with regard to
relations between the PTT and the government , PTT procurement
and the rules pertaining to the provision of equipment and
services.REGULATORY DEVELOPMENTS IN DENMARK
I . REGULA' ORY BODY
Ministry of Public Works
II . TELECOMMUNICATIONS OPERATOR
The General Directorate of P&T executes the functions of the
Ministry on a delegated basis in the Posts and
Telecommunications Sector.
The regional concessionary enterprises , Copenhagen Telephone Company, Jutland Telephone Company, Funen Telephone Company
and state enterprise South Jutland Telecom, are in charge of all regional telecommunications activi ties , including customer contact , each wi thin its own geographical area.
Another state enterpr ise , TelecomDenmark , is responsible for international and nationwide telecommunications between the
regional companies.
Operator % installed telephones
Copenhagen Telephone Company (KTAS)
50% state-owned
Jutland Telephone Company (JTAS)
50 % state-owned
Funen Municipal Telephone Company (FKT) Co-operative owned by local authorities
South Jutland Telecom
State enterprise (Part of P&T)
100Telecom Denmark (part of the PTT
responsible for
international ser-vices
plus the cables and
radio relay links
connecting the above
companies)
III. THE CURRENT SITUATION WITH REGARD TO EQUIPMENT AND SERVICES
Major- services currently operated are as follows
VOICE Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN)
Mobile radio : the Nordic Mobile Telephone
Service , NMT , (450 and 900 MHz automatic
cellular service).
Radio paging service (OPS) (non-voice)
TEXT Telex network
Facsimile (Telefax)
Teletex service (2400 bi t/s)
Electr-onic mail service intr-oduced in 1984
DA'rA : Cir-cuit Switched Public Data Networ-k (Datex)
Packet Switched Public Data Network (Datapak)
Datel services over the PSTN and leased
circuits
Videotex : Teledata , based on the Prestel
standard.
VIDEO Videoconferencing facilities are being
operated, and there are now 4 studios.
Cable TV : 8000 local or- municipal cable
owners (MATV). The P&T and the concessionary
companies provide a national infrastructure
(Hybr id network).Regarding "value~added" services , pc iva te operators may freely
offer such services in the case of general (two-party)
tr-affic , e.g. in connection with data processing bureau
activitiesA If "value-added" services involve the
tr-ansmission of third party traffic , private operators may
offer such services provided the transmission takes place by
means of the public switched networks. However , it is a
condition that a licence should have been obtained. So far
licences have been issued to a number of firms transmitting
telex messages for third parties. Regarding the use of leased
circuits , these may not be used for the transmission of third
party traffic. However , a licence permitting such
transmission may be granted subject to specific stipulated
ter-ms and provided that certain conditions are met. Thus,
licences to transmit thHd party tr-affic by means of leased
circuits have been issued to , e.g. , SWIFT , SITA and 13 Danish
firms.
In general , the P&T and the concessionary companies have had a
monopoly on the supply of main items of customer- premises
equipment in each of their- own areas (i. e. , without competing
with each other). The P&T and the concessionar- ies , however-
have relinquished their- contr-ol of the mar-ket in r-ecent years
and now only retain the right to supply telephone sets , telex
terminals , modems above 1200 bi tis and PABXs. These
monopolies , too , are due to be relaxed within a few year-s.
Equipment approval is carr ied out by the Telecom Inspectorate
(P&T State Enterprise) 
The P&T and the concessionary companies either issue
international calls for- tender , using a qualified bidder-s
list, or deal directly with a particular supplier. All
carr- ier-s pur-chase equipment from for-eign as well as domestic
suppliers.
IV. CURRENT NATIONAL TRENDS AND DISCUSSIONS ON REGULATORY ISSUES
The statutory basis for public activities in the field of
telecommunications is found in the Act on Telegraphs and
Telephones and in acts known as the Concessionary Acts. The
basic principle is that the State has a monopoly of public
telecommunications; and that the Minister of Public Works may
grant concessions to others for the operation of var ious
telecommunications services. Accordingly, concessions have
been granted to three telephone companies : the Copenhagen
Telephone Company (KTAS), the Funen Telephone Company (Fyns
Telefon), and the Jutland Telephone Company (Jydsk Telefon).KTAS and the Jutland Telephone Company ar-e organised as
limited liability companies in which the state holds a
controlling interest. The Funen Telephone Company is a
municipal company run on a co~operative basis.
Under their concessions , the concessionary telephone companies
have a monopoly of operating local telephone services within
their respective g.eographical areas. Local telephone ser-vices
in the geogr-aphical ar-eas for which no concessions have been
granted are handled by the State , represented by the Post and
Telegraph Office (P&T), which is also in charge of a number of
other- tasks in the telecommunications sector.
In the field of radio, activities are regulated by the Act on
Radio Communications; the basic pr-inciple of the act is that
the establishment and operation of equipment for radio
communication in Danish terr itory is only permitted under- a
licence from the Minister of Public Works.
At the beginning of 1986 the Danish Gover-nment decided 
change the organisation of the telecommunications sector and
reassign the tasks it carries out. The pr incipal aim of
these changes is to improve customer service and to simplify
the structure of telecommunications services in Denmar-k.
The r-eassignment means that a number of tasks , as well as
plant and equipment , have been transferred from P&T to the
thr-ee concessionary telephone companies. This applies to the
majority of customer-related activities and the r-esponsibility
for most inland telecommunications services. The parts of the
telecommunications network which are associated with the
regional networks of the telephone companies have also been
transferred.
The transfer was car-ried out with effect from 1 January 1987.
On 1 June 1986 an internal r-eor-ganisation took place wi thin
P&T' s telecommunications branch. The telecommunications
departments of the Gener-al Director-ate have now been
r-estructured , and three new state enterpr ises have been set
up: The Telecom Inspectorate , South Jutland Telecom , and
Telecom Denmark. According to the General Dir-ectorate of P&T
this new or-ganisation means that regulatory tasks and the
remaining State-run activities concerning construction and
operation wi thin the telecommunications branch have been
separated.
Apart from liberalisation of certain types of ter-minal
equipment the Danish monopoly of telecommunications has
remained unchanged.Denmar-k is preparing a liberal isation of all terminal
equipment located a t the subscr iber-s premises wi thin a few
years in .accordance with the plans adopted in the EEC. Today
telephone sets  telex terminals , modems with data signalling
rates above 1200 b/s and PABXs are the only terminals under
the monopoly. A mor-e neutral type approval body has been
establ ished.REGULATORY DEVELOPMENTS IN FRANCE
REGULATORY BODY
Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications (Ministere des Postes
et Telecommunications).
Under- the law of 30 September 1986, part of the r-egulatory
function (including responsibility for- frequency allocation
for private uses and broadcasting) has recently been
transferred to p new , independent  Commission Nationale de la
Communication et des Libertes (CNCL). This transfer is to be
completed by 31th December 1987.
(Loi no 86-1067 du 30 septembre 1986 relative a la liberte de
communication , Journal Officiel de la Republique Frangaise
1st october 1986).
II . TELECOMMUN I CAT IONS OPERA TOR
The French PTT is a state organisation responsible to the PTT
minister. The Administration des Postes et
Telecommunications" compr ises two directorates , one for posts
and the other - "Direction Generale des Telecommunications
(DGT)" - for telecommunications.
DGT has two pr- incipal areas of r-esponsibility :
network and services provision for the whole of the
country
entrepreneurial activities , such as pr-ovision of customer
premises equipment and advanced services.
(see  Code des Postes et des Telecommunications
The "Telediffusion de France (TDF) operates a specialised
network for broadcasting and television purposes.III.  THE CURRENT SITUATION WITH REGARD TO EQUIPMENT AND SERVICES
The French organisation in the field of telecommunications is
characterised by a situation ir1Volving both monopoly and
liberalism. Legally, the law has not explicitly instituted a
monopoly of telecommunications but a 
II regime d I autocisation
It is under this law that France has had a relatively liberal
pol icy in the field of terminals and PABXs.
DGT and its subsidiaries have a general monopoly of network
infrastructure and basic telecommunications services. Current
exceptions fall into two categories
closed value added network services (eg, SWIFT and SITA) 
utili ties' communications networ-ks (eg, SNCF and EDF).
See also TDF (above) and current regulatory tr-ends (below).
The DGT cur-r-ently supplies the following services under
monopoly : telephone , telex , telegr-aphy and mobile telephony
(currently being changed , see below). Other , typically more
recent services are supplied under monopoly by wholly or
partly owned subsidiar ies of DGT.
Under the Law on Audio-Visual Communication (Loi du 29 juillet
1982 sur la communication audio-visuelle 1, certain information
and transaction services are open to competition. These
include electronic mail and the switching of messages
associated with transnational services.
France has the most digi tised telephone network in the world
(56% of trunk transmission and more than 50% of subscribers 
switching). It also has by far the largest videotex service
(TtHetel/Minitel) in the world suppor-ting many national
information and transaction s.ervices. In February 1987 there
were over 2. 4 million terminals , 4 000 private Teletel
servers , with over 4 million hours of connection time.
On 28th January 1987 , it was announced that an analogue
cellular mobile telephony network is to be introduced. This
is to be supplied privately, additional to the DGT Radiocom
2000 service.Major services curr-ently provided by the DGT and its
subsidiaries
VOICE
DATA
TEXT
Public Switched Telephone Network
Analogue mobile telephony (Radiocom 2000)
Videoconferencing (Visioconference)
ISDN (RNIS ~ Renan 1987/1988 trial)
Non switched analogue and digital leased lines
PSTN (data over the swi tched telephone network)
Transcom - 64 Kbi tis
Packet Switched Data Networ-k (Transpac)
CSDN (Transdyn - digital satellite circuits with
assignment on demand and variable bit-rate)
ISDN (trial , see above)
Telex
Teletex
Facsimile
Mailbox (Missive)
Videotex (Teletel/Minitel
ISDN (trial , see above)
via PSTN and Transpac)
Both D(;T and private companies supply most kinds of ter-minal
equipment , subject to the following exception : DGT does not
supply large PABXs at all. Supply of the first telephone
handset was liberalised in 1986.
Most type approval work is conducted wi thin the DGT.
IV. CURRENT NATIONAL TRENDS AND DISCUSSIONS ON REGULATORY ISSUES
Proposals for a new telecommunications law are to be
submitted to parliament before the end of 1987. This law is
to redefine the service boundaries between the state and
pr ivate sectors , and between the monopolistic and competitive
sectors.
The shape of this new law is currently being determined in the
cours!= of a national debate in France. A special commission
(mission a la reglementation) has been established by the
Ministry of Post and Telecommunications to draft the new law.In the meantime, the Law of september 1986  loi liberte de
communication , op. citJ has established the framework and set
the trend towards a more competitive environment both of the
television and the telecommunications sectors.
According to early statements, the newly established
Commission Nationale de la Communication et des Libertes
(Decret no 86-1220 du ler decembre 1986 relatif a
l' organisation et au fonctionnement de la commission Nationale
de la Communication et des Libertes Journal Off iciel de la
Republique Frangaise , 2nd December 1986) will favour
competition and relaxation of regulatory controls.
According to a number of public statements , the Ministry of
Post and Telecommunications is in f.avour of a step-by-step
introduction of competition , to allow DGT time to prepare to
operate in a competi ti ve environment. Specif ically, the
Ministry seems to believe that DGT needs to 
acquire sufficient experience of operating in competitive
markets
develop an appropriate tar iff structure;
construct an appropriate financial relationship to
government.
The Ministry envisages liberalisation in five areas
value-added services;
local distribution of cable television;
public telephone booths;
teleports;
mobile communications.
Liberalisation of terminal equipment supply is already well
advanced (see above).
According to an announC:e:rnent of 28th January 1987 , a second
provider is to be licenced in cellular mobile communications
( see above).According to an announcement of lOth March 1987 , a competitive
framework is to be introduced for value-added services. Value
added services will be differentiated according to 
small .services , subject to simple registration procedure
with the Ministry
large services intended for a 0road public , subject to a
special licensing regime (special tariff system for leased
lines ; compliance with international standards
limi tation of pure resale of tr-ansport capacity to 15%).
Details of this announcement are shortly to be specified by
special regulations ("Decrets"
The DGT and French cornpani~s have taken action in the
expectation of a liberalisation of the value added services market. For example
DGT : has set up COGECOM (Compagnie Generale des
Communications) as a holding company for all DOT
subsidiar ies , such as France-Cables-et-Radio , societe
Transpac , Telesystemes, etc ;
Caisse des Depots et Consignation : has subsidiaries which
supply videotex and databases to municipalities;
us firrns such as IBM and AT&T are making great effor-ts to
establish themselves in the French market-place at present.
For example
IBM has set up a joint venture with Sema-Metra and paribas
to supply value-added services
Bull and Geisco (a subsidiary of General Electr-ic) are
attempting to set up a similar venture
AT&T has sought to acquire control of CGCT.REGULATORY DEVELOPMENT IN GERMANY
REGULATORY BODY
The Federal Minister of Posts and Telecommunications , as the
head of the Deutsche Bundespost (DBP), in co-operation with
the Administrative Council of the DBP , has responsibility for
regulation.
The Administrative Council of the DBP consists of members of
Parliament (Bundestag and Bundesrat) , of representatives of
trade and industry and of the staff , and of .communications
and finance experts. Members of the Administrative Council
are not bound by instructions.
II. TELECOMMUNICATIONS OPERATOR
Deutsche Bundespost (DBP).
In the Federal Republic of Germany, telecommunications is
Government responsibility according to the Basic Law. Both
regulatory and operational tasks are fulfilled in a uniform
way by the  Federal Minister of Posts and Telecommunications
and by the Bundespost , which he manages , taking into account
the aims of government policy.III.  THE CURRENT SITUATION WITH REGARD TO EQUIPMENT AND SERVICES
Major services available and networks used are as follow:
Service Network
Telephone service Public telephone network (PSTN)
Mobile radio network
(C 450 cellular radio)
Voice mail service
Telefax service (facsimile)
) IDN *
) PSTN
Telegraph service
Telex service
Teletex service
Telebox service (MHS)
Data Communication services  IDNj  PSTN
Bildschirmtext PSTN , Datex-P
(inter.active videotex service)
Temex (teleaction service) PSTN , data networks
Radiopaging service
(Eurosignal)
PSTN
Radiopaging network
videoconference service Videoconferencing tr ial
network
Leased circuit service
(flat rate , usage-sensitive
rate)
all international networks
*IDN = Integrated Text and Data Network
- Datex-P (packet switched data network - PSDN)
- Datex-L (circuit-switched data network - CSDN)
- HfD (public data network for fixed connections)
- telex network
- teletex network
- GENTEX network
The business policy of the DBP is character ised by the idea of
open systems interconnection. The description of services is
a necessary prerequisite for achieving the aim of secure
worldwide and unre.stricted communications.The DBP does not offer- ser-vices of different categor-ies. In
compliance with its legal obligation , the DBP provides
services in line with the technological development and
market demand. Several of the services are comparable to the
value-added services " offered in other countr ies. The
r-egulations of use allow applications and user data networks
that are comparable to the provision of "value-added
services" for thir-d parties in other countries. For this
purpose fixed and switched connections are used. According
to recent (external) studies, some 700 private services are
currently offered on the German market which are called
value~added services" These value~added services do not
require licensing.
The DBP does not produce terminal equipment on its own. Most
of the terminal equipment is either provided by the DBP in
competition with private suppliers or the market is entirely left to private suppliers. The legal monopoly is only
maintained for the first telephone set at the main station.
The former partial monopoly for modems was abandoned in 1986
after the intervention of the Commission. The technical
specifications for terminal equipment guarantee secure
functioning and compatibility.
The standards for privately supplied terminals to be
connected to the public networks are developed by the
Telecommunication Engineering Centre (FTZ) of the DBP on the
basis of international standards and finally set by the
Ministry of Posts and Telec.ommunications.
Type-approval is the responsibility .of a separate office
(Central Approval Office for Telecommunications - ZZF) in
Saar-brUcken , which r-eports directly to the Ministry.
IV. THE CURRENT TRENDS AND DISCUSSIONS ON REGULATORY ISSUES
The DBP is a Government administration headed by the Federal
Minister of Posts and Telecommunications. It acts in line
with government policy, irrespective of whether a service is
provided under monopoly or in competition. It should be
noted in particular that the DBP provides its services to
everybody on equal terms. There ar-e no regional differences
in the supply of services.Thus the DBP oper-ates services both under monopoly and in
competitive sectors and is also responsible for regulatory control. Ther-e is no separation between the three functions
within the DBP. In the terminal sector , for- example , the DBP
acts as both a regulator and a participant in the market, in
the case of the first telephone set as a monopoly supplier
and in some cases as a competitor to private companies.
Unlike most European countries , post and telecommunications
in the Federal Republic of Germany are Government
responsibilities under- the Constitution (Basic Law , Ar-t. 73
and 87). According to the Basic Law, the Federation has
exclusive power to legislate in telecommunications; it has to fulfil all major- telecommunications tasks ~ providing the
necessary infrastructure - through a Federal authority which
has its own administr-ative substructure. In fulfilling these
tasks , the Federation has to:
guarantee the Basic Rights of privacy of posts and
telecommunications , fr-eedom to inform oneself and the
prohibition of censorship (Basic Law , Art. 5 and 10);
comply with the principles of administration based on the
rule of law (inter alia equal treament , prohibition of
discrimination) .
According to the DBP and much legal opinion in Germany, this
means that the Government must not withdraw from major fields
of telecommunications and that its main responsibilities in
telecommunications cannot be transfer-r-ed to private
companies. However , it is possible to legally allow private
companies to assume telecommunications acti vi ties - and this
has already been done , in some cases.
These pr inciples have led to a number of laws and ordinances
on which the functioning of telecommunications mainly
depends. This has very important effects on the discussion
about regulatory policy. The wording of the Basic Law seems
to leave some scope that can be filled by legislation.
Rulings of the Federal Constitutional Court with regard
to the Basic LawThe Federal Constitutional Cour-t in
dealt with three telecommunications
Broadcasting Judgement , decision of
Postal Administration Law r decision
The main conclusions are:
Germany (BVer- fG) has
cases (First
the BVerfG on the
on direct calls).
The Federation has reserved for itself the right to
regulate telecommunications , and considers this one
of its direct tasks; this certainly includes the
regulation of telecommunications installations;
The Constitution gr-ants the right to hold a monopoly
in the service sector also r but does not prevent the
monopoly from being relaxed in some fields;
The BVerfG has not decided so far whether or not it
would comply with the Constitution if the DBP
manufactured equipment.
The Telecommunication Installations Act
(Fernmeldeanlagengesetz (FAG), in the version published
on 17 Mar-ch 1977)
The regulations concerning the legal basis of
telecommunications have been effective since 1928 without
any changes. They grant the DBP the full legal monopoly
to set up and operate telecommunications installations.
This aims to enable the DBP to provide the public with a
nationwide and well-functioning telecommunications
networ-k. However , the Act also allows for the
possibility of permitting private companies to
oper-ate telecommunications installations , thus
some sectors of telecommunications to others.
resul t , the Federal Minister of Posts and
Telecommunications can decide whether certain services
set up and
opening up
As a
should be operated under a full monopoly;
should be open to other- parties in competition with
the Deutsche Bundespost;
should be open to other par-ties without the
participation of the Bundespost.
The Postal Administration Law (Postverwaltungsgesetz , 23
July 1953)
This law for-ms the basis of the Bundespost' 
organisation; it stipulates inter alia:
Posts and telecommunications have to be operated
together;The budg~L of the DBP is separated fr-om the Feder-al
Budge t;
The global costs of the Bundespost have to be covered by its consolidated earnings. This involves a global
cost~recovery pr inciple which requires that deficit
services ar-e subsidised by profitable services , not
only wi thin telecommunications but also between
telecommunications services and postal services;
The DBP is exempted from taxation. However , the DBP
currently has to pay 10% of its total turnover to the
Federal Budget , regardless of whether services are
offer-ed under monopoly or in competition with other
bodies and regardless of whether the services are
prof i table or not. In total , the levy is
approximately equal to the tax burden of companies.
a member of the Feder-al Government , the Federal
Minister of Posts and Telecommunications is
accountable to Par-liament. He is entitled to lay
down postal and telecommunications r-egulations within
the legally defined framewor-k. These consist , in
particular- , of the Government orders concerning the
use of services and tariffs. Such orders are subject
to the approval of the Administrative Councils of the
DBP. The vote of the Administrative Council can be
overruled by the Federal Government. The Federal
Minister of Posts and Telecommunications always
issues orders in consultation with other members of the Feder-al Government, par-ticularly with the Federal
Minister of Economics.
In practice , a complex system of "Benutzungsverordnungen
(regulations of use) has evolved over the year-s. In
1986 , these r-egulations were combined in one order
concerning the regulations of use , the Telecommunications
Regulations (Telekommunikationsor-dnung - TKO). The TKO
was adopted in July 1986 and is to become effective in
January 1988.
Regar-ding future tr-ends , the most important question is that
of changing both the legal framework and the pr-actical
situation , for the following reasons:
the erosion of the boundary lines between
telecommunications , EDP , office equipment and the
infor-mation industr-y make it necessar-y to define much
precisely the role. and r-esponsibili ty of the DBP and
private terminal and service providers
more
the on-going discussion in Germany on the role of the DBP
and particularly on the extent to which the DBP should
modify its regulations and increase activities in new
competitive marketsdevelopments in other countdes and the activiLies of the
EC Commission have an impact on the German situation.
The problem of the DBP being both a regulator  and a  competitor
is at the core of the re-regulation discussion in Germany. 
a partial response , the DBP tr-ansferred the type approval
procedure to a separate organisation (ZZF , vide supra. ) in
1982.
According to the DBP , the TKO  vide supra ), which is to be
implemented in 1988 , is to develop  single , integrated
regulatory scheme in preparation  for  an ISDN environment, and
to ensure the unrestricted use of the network.
A major aspect of the discussion with regard to the conditions
of use of the networks is the question of unrestr icted use  and
of what services can be offered in Germany, as well as of the
condi tions on which they are to be made available. The DBP
has argued that  static separation .of services is not
possible; it is therefore not aimed at.
According to the cur-rent DBP position B precondition for
unrestricted use of the networks on the basis of continuing
universal service" obligations therefor-e is the harmonisation
of the tariffs for- fixed and switched connections. One
possibility for Bchieving this is "usage sensitive" tariffing
for  fixed connections and national leased lines. This mode of
tariffing has been applied since 1986 .for international fixed
connections and will be gradually introduced for national
fixed connections and national leased lines.
The Federal Gover-nment has set up a " Government Commission  for
Telecommunications
" ("
Regierungskommission Fernmeldewesen
which is to make proposals regarding the future regulation  and
or-ganisational structure of telecommunications in Germany.
The Commission is due to r-eport in August 1987.REGULATORY DEVELOPMENTS IN GREECE
REGULATORY BODY
Ministry of Transport and Communications
11. TELECOMMUNICATIONS OPERATOR
Hellenic Telecommunications Or-ganisation SA (OTE).
owned but financially autonomous (OTE Statute).
Publicly
Telecommunications services are provided by the Hellenic
Telecommunications Organisation (OTE) which is a government
owned corporation operating as a public utility and which is
according to its statute , administratively and financially
autonomous. It reports primarily to the Ministry of Transport
and Communications. OTE has a monopoly in the provision of
networks for telecommunications and broadcasting.
III.  THE CURRENT SITUATION WITH REGARD TO EQUIPMENT AND SERVICES
Major services cur-rently pr-ovided by OTE are as follows
VOICE Public switched telephone network
Radio paging (in operation in sever-al urban
centres) .
DATA Non switched leased lines
International packet-switched service (Helpak)
(A national packet switched network , Hellaspac , is
to be developed)
TEXT Telex network
Facsimile (Telefax)
Value Added Services
Private networks currently are r-estricted to a single form of
transmission , so that the same line cannot be used for
transmitting both voice and data.Reg?r-d~~term i nal equipment , there is a monopoly on the
supply of the first telephone set and r-adio-pagers , but (or
all other equipment ther-e is an open market.
Type approval of equipment is carried out by OTE' s research
department , which is officially empowered to approve
equipment.
IV. THE CURRENT NATIONAL TRENDS AND DISCUSSIONS ON REGULATORY
ISSUES
Regulator-y control of the telecommunications sector in Greece
is dispersed among several organisations. The undersecretary
of the Ministry of Transport and Communications .exercises
r-egulatory authority over- the investments , staffing,
operations and tar iffs of OTE. OTE has to submit its
investment plans and any proposed changes in tar- iffs for
ser-vices for- appr-oval by the Ministry. The Ministr-y is also
r-esponsible for- frequency allocation , using expertise fr-om
OTE.
The Ministry of National Economy also has a
overseeing the telecommunications sector- in
wi th other public sector organisations , OTE
investment plans for final approval by this
OTE' s capital investment must not exceed an
fixed by the gover-nment.
r-ole to play 
that , in common
has to submi t its
Ministry. The
amount which is
Purchasing plans are examined by the Ministry of Industry,
Energy and Technology, which controls pur-chasing for the
whole of the public sector , which then r-efers the matter- to
the Ministr-y of National Economy for author- isation for- the
transfer of funds.
The main focus for- Gr-eek telecommunications currently is on
improving existing infrastructur-e. Each year the aTE invests
some 20-25 bn dr-achma of which over 90 per cent is absor-bed by
telephone services , owing to the need to satisfy the
outstanding telephone demand. Thus GTE is not yet able to put
any gr-eat resources into either digitisation of the network or
the development of new ser-vices. These pr-oblems will 
addressed to some extent by the programme STAR , involving
co-financing by the Community.REGULATORY DEVELOPMENTS IN IRELAND
REGULATORY BODY
Depar-tment of Communications
I1. TELECOMMUNICATIONS OPERATOR
Telecom Eireann (state-owned company)
(Postal and Telecommunications Services Act , 1983).
III.  THE CURRENT SITUATION WITH REGARD TO EQUIPMENT AND SERVICES
Major services oper-ated are the following
VOICE PSTN
Mobile Radio (Eircell)
Radio pagers (this service is currenlty offered in
major urban areas by private companies , but TE
will in future compete with a ser-vice called
Eirpage , providing wider coverage)
TEXT Telex
Facsimile
Mailbox (Eirmail , based on the UK' s Telecom Gold
System)
DATA Packet switched (Eirpac)
Leased Circuits
VIDEOTEX : Specialised videotex services are provided by a
number of companies. Telecom Eireann is not
directly involved in these but provides videote:K
access service for videotex user-s.wi th the formation of Telecom Eireann the monopoly on the
supply of customer equipment was officially lifted , and the
changes were gradually implemented. Thus , with the exception
of the first telephone .set for the time being, all terminal
equipment can be obtained both fr-om TE (through its
subsidiar-y, Telecom Eireann Information Services) as well as
fr-om private suppliers. TE is not involved in equipment
manufacture.
Wi th r-egard to TE purchasing policy, large tenders are issued
inter-nationally.
Equipment appr-oval is carried out by the Depar-tment of
Communications. In addition to approval of equipment for
connection to the network , a licence for the supply and
maintenance of equipment is also needed.
IV. CURRENT NATIONAL TRENDS AND DISCUSSIONS ON REGULATORY ISSUES
Since the Postal and Telecommunications Ser-vices Act of 1983
there have been considerable improvements in communications
services in Ireland , as well as major changes in the
or-ganisation providing services.
Until 1984 telecommunications services were administered by
the Depar-tment of Posts and Telegraphs. Following the Irish
Postal and Telecommunications Services Act , which came into
for-ce at the end of 1983 , Telecom Eir-eann (TE), a state-owned
company, was set up. It is this Act which for-ms the legal
basis for the framewor-k of the telecommunications sector in
Ireland. The Act stipulates that the company has the
privilege of the provision of telecommunications ser-vices
within the state , with a monopoly which extends to the
connecting point in the subscr iber' s premises. A separate
body (An Post) deals with postal services.
Regulatory control is not wholly separated from TE.
Regulatory author ity lies , ultimately, with the Depar-tment of
Communications. However , TE is closely involved with certain
aspects of regulation. For example , the Act stipulates that
TE may grant a Licence to a third party to provide a
telecommunications service. (In the case of a refusal by TE
to grant such a service , the applicant may appeal to the
Minister of the Department of Communications.The Ji:urokom (c1QC:lt-onic confprcnc:ing) fH~rvicf' operated 
University College Dublin is an example of such a
telecommunicati ons ser-vice.
Fr-equency allocation and type approval are carried out by the
Department of Communications , Telecom Eireann and the
national electrical test house of the Institute of Industrial
Research and Standards (a state-owned body), act on an agency
basis , on behalf of the Department of Communications to test
equipment for approval purposes.
TE, although wholly owned by the state, is run independently
and receives no government subsidy. It raises money from
non-governmental sources , through a separate subsidiary
(state-owned) investment company (Ir ish Telecommunications
Investment - ITI) which was set up in 1981 , although the
amount of money which can be raised is restricted by the
overall public sector borrowing requirement limits.
With regard to the conditions of use of the network , there is
the possibility of granting licences to organisations wishing
to provide a telecommunications service. In general , resale
of capacity on leased circuits , or their interconnection with
the public network , is not allowed, but decisions in this
area are made on a case-by-case basis (see above).
The supply of customer premises equipment has gradually been
deregulated since this reorganisation took place, and a
certain amount of r-ebalancing of local and long distance
tar iffs is foreseen in the future. Beyond this , however , no
further changes are envisaged at present.REGULATORY DEVELOPMENTS IN ITALY
REGULATORY UODY
The Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications is the legal
regulatory body.
II. TELECOMMUNICATIONS OPERATOR(S)
Italian telecommunications are controlled exclusively by the
state , which can operate them directly or grant them to
concessionary companies.
Codice postale e delle telecommunicazioni J .
The organisation of service provision is at present complex.
Ser-vices are provided pr imar ily by state or-ganisations in the
Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications and by subsidiar- ies
of the state-owned IRI/STET holding company. The three
subsidiar ies are SIP , ITALCABLE and TELESPAZIO.
Together- these constitute the public oper-ating companies.
A bill on the institutional reorganis.ation of the sector- has
been proposed by the Minister- of Posts and Telecommunications.
Its main points ar-e as follows
Telecommunications to be operated by companies of the
IRI/STET state holding group
The Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications to become the
planning and control body" for the whole sector.III.  THE CURREN'r SITUATION WITH REGARD TO EQUIPMEN'l'  AND SERVICES 
Major serviccB curn'nlly provided by the public operaLing
companies are as follows
VOICE Public Switched Telephone Network
Mobile telephony (RADIO MOBILE)
Radio Paging (TELEDRIN)
DATA Leased Lines
PSTN (data over the switched telephone network)
Circui t Switched Data Network (RFD-RTD)
Packet Switched Data Network (ITAPAC)
TEXT Telex
Teletex
videotex (VIDEOTEL)
Facsimile
Message switching (International Information
Service IRICON)
At present , there is a monopoly in the supply of the first
telephone set , modems and telex terminals.
IV. CURRENT NATIONAL TRENDS AND DISCUSSIONS ON REGULATORY ISSUES
At present in Italy there is intense debate on
issues.
liberalisation
The telecommunications monopoly is seen as responsible for
delays in the fulfilment of users I needs and for acting as a
brake on technological development.
On the other- hand , it is recognised that a monopoly affords
certain advantages : over-all savings for- the telecommunica-
tions system , accessibility to all user-s over- the whole
country, and the avoidance of replication and multiplication
of networks.
The tendency is to reconcile these points by conf ir-ming the
monopoly on the network , ba~jc services , including bearer
capabilities , while liber-alising . value~added services and
terminals.Main trends of current discussion seem to be 
Public networks
A policy is envisaged favour ing, in the short term, the
introduction and gr-owth of public specialised networks
and, in the medium term , development towards ISDN
Dedicated systems (private networks for exclusive use)
It is permitted at present to establish dedicated systems
through leased circuits. It is likely that technological
development will lead to a large rise in the number of
dedicated networks.
At present these networ-ks are subject to the following
r-estr- ictions :
they can only be used wi thin the same company
single-user- network (one legal entity) 
the switching node r-emains the pr-operty of the public
oper-ator- ;
interconnection with the public networ-k is
prohibi ted ;
services may not be provided for third parties.
A bill on " control of telematic services " (Proposta di
Legge la Penna, picano ed altri .
: "
Disciplina dei servizi
di telematica" , 7th November- 1986 J is under- discussion in
Parliament. The contents of this bi 11 are
permission of. multi-user single-application
value-added networ-ks , with pr-ivate switching
permission of inter-connection of pr-ivate and public
networ-ks ;
permission of provision of value-added services to
third parties
continued prohibition of provision of bearer capacity
to third parties.Services
Under Lhe new bi II I id. l, all basic services (L(~lcphonC'
telex , and telegr-aphy) as well as the new internationally
def ined tele-services , remain a state monopoly.
Bearer services are also a monopoly. However , the public
operating company s responsibilities stop at the
network-terminal interface.
Value-Added Services
The National Plan of T.elecommunications 1985-1994 states
that such services should be provided under fr-ee
competition (see also above).
At present , value-added services are in pr-actice divided
into two categories
Services closely related to telecommunications
(pr-otocol and transmission speed conver-sion , message
handling, network management , etc. : supplied by
public operating companies when utilising equipment
which is part of the public network; supplied by
others on equipment which is external to the public
network;
Services closely related to computer applications
(f ile access , data collection, order- collection
credit authorisation , etc. : freely supplied by
anyone.
Public oper-ating companies have developed their
involvement in value-added services by creating joint
ventures. As a gener-al or ientation for the near future
the public operators ar-e aiming to str-engthen their-
presence in the supply of 'hor izontal' value-added
services, i. , addr-essed to a wide range of users , and
wi th a low added value content (e. g. home banking, meter
reading, tele-alarms , tele-controls), using the str-uctures
of the telephone network.Ter-minals
Under the law of 6th March 1987 , article 287 of the Postal
Code was amended to liberalise the maintenance of terminal
equipment. As regards existing equipment already
connected to the network , the new r-ules will come into
force after eighteen months. (Law nr 75 published in the
J.  nr  58 of 11th March 1987 "Manutenzione degli impianti
telefonici urbani , interni supplementari ed accessori J .
It is also intended to liberalise the supply and
maintenance of the first telephone set , modem and telex
terminal , following action from the EEC under Articles 37
and 86 of the Treaty of Rome. In November 1986 , the
Italian Administr-ation agreed to this liber-alisation.REGULATORY DEVELOPMENTS IN LUXEMBOURG
REGULATORY BODY
Regulatory and supervisory functions are exercised partly by
the Ministry of Finance and partly by the Administration des
Postes et des Telecommunications.
TELECOMMUNICATIONS OPERATOR
Telecommunications services ar-e provided by the Luxembourg
PTT, "Administration des Postes et des Telecommunications
(P&T) .
Telecommunications policy is formulated by the PTT and
approved , depending on importance , at Ministerial or Cabinet
level.
III THE CURRENT SITUATION WITH REGARD TO EQUIPMENT AND SERVICES
The PTT , a state monopoly provides the public networks
telephone , telex  leased lines data switching,
radio-telephone , radiop~ging and emergency networ-k.
Major services cur-rently available ar-e as follows
VOICE Public switched telephone network
Mobile telephony (wide-ar-ea and cellular-)
DATA Non~swi tched leased lines
PSTN (Data (=4800 bps over the PSTN)
Packet Switched Data Networ-k (Luxpac)
Facsimile (via the PSTN) (Bureaufax , Telefax)
TEXT Telex
Teletex (cir-cuit switched and packet switched)
Videotex
Radio Paging (Semaphone and Eurosignal)Videoconferencing and circuit switched data networ-k are to be
introduced shortly. A video conference link for the Community
between Luxembourg/Brussels is in operation: it may be used
also by other clients.
The PTT installs subscriber- lines and provides a first
telephone set. Modems are supplied by private suppliers or if
sO desired by the PTT. All other terminal equipment (except
radiopaging) is supplied only by the private sector.
Shar-ed use and/or resale of pr ivate leased circuits is under
review.
The PTT is responsible for type appr-oval of ter-minal
equipment. Appr-oval obtained in other Member states of the
European Community is generally accepted without further test.
CURRENT NATIONAL TRENDS AND DISCUSSIONS ON REGULATORY ISSUES
The Gover-nment is prepar ing a new law on telecommunications
to update the present law and redef ine the boundar ies between
the monopoly and the competitive sectors. Terminal supply
has been competitive in Luxembour-g for twenty years (with the
exceptions given above).
A parliamentar-y commission is studying telecommunications
issues , including liberalisation , the future structure of the
PTT and the use of leased lines by service providers.REGULATORY DEVELOPMENTS IN THE NETHERLANDS
REGULATORY BODY
Supervisory and regulator-y functions (such as type approval
and frequency contr-ol) are currently exercised by the PTT
under the authority of the Ministry of Transport and Civil
Works (Verkeer en Waterstaat) .
II. TELECOMMUN!CATIONS OPERATOR
The Nether-lands PTT is a state-owned organisation under the
political responsibility of the Ministry.
The tasks of PTT lie both in the postal and telecommunications
field , and cover thr-ee distinct areas for telecommunications
regulation;
the provision of basic network and telecommunications
services to the whole of the country;
the pr-ovision of entrepr-eneuria1 ser-vices like customer-
pr-emises equipment and other- commer-cial ser-vices.
(Laws r-egulating telecommunications services : Telegraaf- en
Te1efoonwet van 1904 ; Rijkstelefoonr-eg1ement van 1929 ;
Telexbeslui t van 1976 ; Data Decree 1982 
Laws with regard to status and organisation : Aanwij zingswet
PTT van 1954 (Assignment Act , states the de facto PTT
monopoly) ; Organiek Besluit PTT van 1954 (organisational
regulations) ; Bedr- ijvenwet van 1928 (r-egulating public
enterprises) 
Dur ing recent years , three commissions have been char-ged with
the task of evaluating the present structure of the
telecommunica tions sector in the Nether-lands , and in
particular the most desirable future status and structure for
PTT. They have presented their reports and made proposals for
changesThe Swarttouw Commission , reported in 1982
The Steenbergen Commission , repor-ted in 1985,
The Zegveld Commission , repor-ted at the end of 1986.
(see below)
The government decided in May 1986 the following main points
The PTT will become a public limited liability company
(NV) on 1 January 1989. The government will own 100% of
the shar-es. The NV will be a holding company with postal
and telecommunications activities to be car-r-ied out 
two subsidiaries (BV's).
the markets for ter-minal equipment and for VANS will be
liberalisedi
regulatory issues will be dealt with by a separate body in
the Ministr-y.
III.  THE CURRENT SITUATION WITH REGARD TO EQUIPMENT AND SERVICES
At present , the following services are being provided by the
PTT :
VOICE Public switched telephone network
Mobile telephone network (ATFI and ATF2)
Radio paging (Semafoon , city paging)
Leased lines
DATA Non~swi tched , leased lines
PSTN (data over the switched telephone network)
Packet switched public network (Datanet~l)
TEXT Telex networ-k
Teletex (via packet switched Datanet-
Videotex (Viditel , via the PSTN)
Mailbox (Memocom , Vidibus)
Facsimile (via the PSTN)
networ- k)The PTT is pr-esently constructing a digital over-lay networ-k
which will be completed in 1987. This will allow for- digital
end~to-end connectivity via 2 Mbit and 64 Kbit links and for
the gradual introduction of ISDN.
In the four largest cities , the PTT has now constructed
optical fibre networks (in Amster-dam and Rotterdam in
combination with Telepor-ts) so as to provide large customers
with new high speed and wide band ser-vices.
Two exper iments have started , in Amsterdam and in South
Limburg, to test the possibilities of interactive wide band
communications and infor-mation services over the extensive
Dutch cable TV networ-ks , in combination with the PTT
telecommunications networ-k.
Supply, installation and maintenance of terminal equipment
have been liberalized , except for telephone sets , PABXs , telex
ter-minals , mobile car- telephones , and public paging devices
(semafoon). From Januar-y 1st 1989 , these categor ies will also
be liber-alized Bnd thus all terminal equipment will be ~r-eely
obtainable as from that ~ate (see below) subject to type
approval conditions laid down by the government.
IV. CURRENT NATIONAL TRENDS AND DISCUSSIONS ON REGULATORY ISSUES
Three independent commissions were successively appointed by
the Dutch government to advise on necessary adaptations of the
tasks and functions of the PTT.
The  Swarttouw Commission reported in 1982 (Rappor-t van de
Commissie Swarttouw Taak en functie van de PTT gezien in
het licht van de informatie- en telecommunicatietechnologie
March 1982). It came to the conclusion that , given the
development in USA , Japan , and European countr ies , the
terminal equipment market should be liberalised and PTT should
reduce its close ties with the government.
The  Steenber-gen Commission was charged in 1984 to investigate
the most desirable status - with the associated authorities -
r-egarding future str4cture., regulatory tasks and supervision of the PTT. The Commission had extensive consultations with a lar-ge
var- iety of par-ties concerned, including : equipment suppliers
and importers , user-s and service pr-oviders in and outside the
Nether-lands , the Ministries of Finance , Economic Affair-s and
Transport and Civil Wor-ks , with the PTT and the unions in the
Netherlands , with PTTs abr-oad , and with the Commission of the
European Community.
Ma in proposed measures were
(Rapport van de Commissie Steenbergen : Signalen voor straks.
Een nieuwe r-ichting voor PTT , July 1985)
The PTT should get an exclusive concession (licence) for its utility function. This is also a r-equirement resulting fr-om the new status of the PTT as an NV (limited
liabili ty company).
The monopoly of the PTT for- the pr-ovision , installation
and maintenance of peripheral equipment should be revoked.
The PTT is obliged to supply leased lines to third
parties , for their own use and for- the provision of new
ser-vices. Tariffs need to be in fair r-elation to those of tradi tional ser-vices. Resale of capacity and
inter-connection with the public network for- new tele-information services should be allowed on the basis
of a permit.
Regulatory activities will be dealt with by a separ-ate
body "Telecommunications Regulations and Per-mits " under the responsibility of the Ministry. Activities will
include type appr-oval , issuing of licences , control of the
r-adio fr-equency spectrum.
Super-vision of the PTT will take place through .a Boar-d of
Commissioners.
Wi thin Telecommunications , at least two different
companies (BVs) will oper-ate , for- the public utility
function and for the telecommunications enterprise.
A consultative body sho~+d be set up for the pur-pose of
consul tations and the transfer of information between the
PTT and its users and suppliers.An advisory counci l for telecommunications poLicy should
be established. I Ls task should be to advise the
government in respect of des ir-ed development and action 
the field of telecommunications raci li ties and
tele-infor-mation services.
The PTT largely endor-sed the conclusions of the Steenber-gen
Commission. Its major reser-vat ions concer-ned : the legal
separation of two subsidiaries for "utility" and
entrepreneurial" activities within Telecommunications , and
the possible employment effects of the implementation of the
proposals.
The Government decided in May 1986 ITaak en functie van de PTT
met betrekking tot infor-matie en telecommunicatietechnologie.
Het definitieve kabinetstandpunt , December 1985) that the PTT
will be converted from a government-owned company to a limited
liabili ty company, whose shares will be in the hands of the
government. The formal date for the implementation of the
changes is 1 January 1989.
The gover-nment has postponed implementing the recommended
separation of the PTT telecommunications into a BV for- utility
services and one for- entrepreneur-ial activities. However-
separate accounts will be required from January 1989 onwards
for- the acti vi ties run under monopoly and those run on a
competitive basis.
The regulatory tasks of the PTT will be taken over- by the
Ministry.
The Department of Regulation and Permits in the Ministry will
be responsible for
preparation and modif ication of the concession for
telecommunication networ-ks , cable TV networ-ks
tr-ansmitters, etc ;
the issuing of technical r-equir-ements Lor terminal
equipment to be connected to the PTT network
frequency regulation and control.
The most important concession to be issued will be the
exclusive concession for NV PTT to provide national and
international transpor-t of infor-mation , and the exploitation
of the telex - telephone - and data-networks.Supply of tele-information ser-vices thr-ough leased lines will be allowed on the basis of a permit to be issued by the
Ministry.
The PTT I S monopoly of terminal equipment will end on
1 January 1989.
Recently, the  Zegveld Commission has investigated the
integration of PTT telecommunications networks and the
extensive cable television networ-ks existing in The
Nether-lands, and the r-ela tion between the PTT and the cable operators. In its r-eport of December 1986 (Rapport van 
Commissie Zegveld : Op weg naar integratie , December 1986 J , the Zegveld Commission recommends an integration of both
networ-ks in the next 20 year-s , leading to one local network
for  electronic transmission of all types of information. This
IBCN (Integrated Br-oadband Communication Network) should be
under the control of the independent PTT.
The Commission states that it is not clear at this moment how
the market for- new services will develop; however- , to avoid the situation where ser-vice providers and network operators take a passive attitude , the government is ur-ged to finance
50% of the initial investments  for  integrati.on required over the period 1988-1992 (estimated at roughly ECU 160 M).
The gover-nment has star-ted the discussion on the proposals made by the Zegveld Commission. It is expected that
Parliament will treat this subject befor-e the summer of 1987.REGULATORY DEVELOPMENTS IN SPAIN
_---- -----
REGULATORY BODY
Ministry of Transport , Tourism and Communications (Minister io
de Tr-ansportes , Tur ismo y Communicaciones ~ MTTC). Wi thin
MTTC , the Direccion General de Telecommunicaciones (DGT) is
responsible for telecommunications.
Direccion General de Correios y Teleg.rafos (CyT) is the
Government Department , responsible for the provision of
posts , telegram , telex and Public Facsimile (Burofax)
serv ices.
The Junta Nacional de Telecommunicaciones (JNT) is an
advisor-y committee r-esponsible for- co-or-dinating
telecommunications d~velopments.
II. TELECOMMUNICATIONS OPERATOR (S)
Telefonica (formerly CTNE) is the major service provider.
It has the status of a pr ivate company. 31% of shar-es in
Telefonica are directly held by the government and a further
15% ar.e the pr-oper-ty of gover-nment owned institutions.
CyT provides telex , telegram arid Burofax services.
III.  THE CURRENT SITUATION WITH REGARD TO EQUIPMENT AND SERVICES
Major services currently available in Spain are as follows
VOICE PSTN
Mobile Radio - two services. TAV (Motorola) and
TMA (Ericsson), operate in the Bar-celona and
Madr id areas. TMA is also available in 5 fur-ther
ci ties.
Radio paging service - Servicio Mensafonico is a
one-way paging service. Radiobisquelda is a
national non-voice serviceTEXT Telex networ-k
Facsimi Ie
clC'Lc'x , dcccssc.d through
connections to IlJERPAC
Message handiing services (SPCM , MHSS)
1 c21sc.'d c i rcu i L
DATA Leased circuits
Packet switched network ( IBERPAC)
Serv ice over the PSTN , up to 2400 bi ts/s
Tr-ansactiofl telephone service (Datafoflo), used
mainly for- EFT/POS
Videotex- IBERTEX, based on the CEPT standard
Regarding "value-added ser-vices , the resale of excess
capacity on leased lines is curr-ently not permitted.
Telefonica manages those value-added services which exist
through its IBERCOM service (Integr-ated Ser-vices for-
Enterpr- ise) .
Regarding terminal equ ipment , Telefonica currently has a
monopoly over the supply of telephone handsets and modems.
All other types of equipment can, in pr inciple, be supplied
by pr- i vate companies. Reg.ar-ding PABXs , Telefonica has about
80% of the mar-ket , through its subsidiary Cosesa.
Equipment approval is car-r- ied out by Telefonica itself.
CURRENT NATIONAL TRENDS AND DISCUSSIONS ON REGULATORY ISSUES
Telefonica has had the status of a pr ivate company since its
inception. The gover-nment exerts a strong influence through
the following means
The government holds directly and indir-ectly 46% of the
sha res (see above) ;
It is a r-equir-ement of Telefonica I s concession that ther-e
should be a government deleg~te on the board of directors. The delegate iJii addition to the nor-mal
rights of his position , has/ a power- of veto on many.
policy issues, par-ticulBrl~ those relating to finance and
tar iffs the government can , at any time , renegotiate the
concessionary agr-eement or add further legal obligations
concerning the provision of services.
The government' s delegate to Telefonica is a r-epresentative
of the Ministerio de Transpor-tes , Turismo y Communicaciones
(MTTC). Currently the Director General of Telecommunications
is the delegate.
Telefonica is involved in equipment manufacture through its
shareholdings in a large number of equipment suppliers , with
which Telefonica works closely on the development of new
products , through its research department.
In March 1986 , the gover-nment drafted  new compr-ehensi ve
legislation on telecommunications that was to establish a
fr-amework in which different types of services would be
provided , and to demarcate the roles of the public and
pr-ivate sectors. By the end of Febr-uary 1987 , the bill had
been redr-afted and was being considered by Parliament
Ley de ordenacion de las telecommunicaciones , March 1987 J .
The new legislation aims at opening up the whole of the
terminal market to competition , as well as introducing
competition into those services which are not considered to
be basic.
In pr inciple , the law distinguishes thr-ee sets of services
bearer services
, "
final services , and "value-added
services . Value-added services are to be opened to
competition , subject to restr- ictions and/or exceptions , to be
defined later-.
Basic transpor-t ser-vices would constitute the infrastr-uctur-e
for the transpor-t of final services. Final services would
include telephone , telex , and data transmission (telex will
continue to be offer-ed by the CyT).
The service distinctions are still not definitely defined and
the law foresees that the clarification of whether the
services will fall under the monopoly or- not will be
determined by DGT , once the law has been passed.The law foresees a period of one year for each ser-vice within
which boundary lines must be established. Regarding
cr-oss-subsidies between ser-vices , accounting transparency and
other conditions will be required. 
In the concessions for oper-ation of transport services and
final services par-ticipation of foreign capital will be
limited to 25%.
Accor-ding to the law , r-egulation of the telecommunications
sector includi ng technical specifications and type approval
will in futur-e be the r-esponsibili ty of the MTTC. Thus the
DGT is cur- r-ently in the pr-ocess of establishing a number of
labor-ator- ies f.or- type appr-oval of terminals.
Responsibility for ensur ing that equipment and systems will
comply with national and EEC legislation with r-egard to
standardisation and homologation will be shared between the
Ministry of Industr-y and Energy and the Ministry of
Tr-ansport , Tour ism and Communications. The definition of
areas of responsibility and the forms of co-or-dination
between the two ministr- ies in this field will be decided once
the law has been passed.REGULATORY DEVELOPMENTS IN PORTUGAL
REGULATORY BODY
Ministry of Public Works , Transport and Communications.
Correios e Telecommunicacoes de Portugal (CTT) exercises
supervisory and r-egulatory functions such as type approval
and fr-equency allocation under the authority of the Ministry.
A 1981 government decr-ee author ised the establishment of the
Insti tute of Communications of Portugal (ICP) to take over-
these functions; but the ICP has not yet been established in fact (Decr-eto de Criacao do ICP , Lisboa , 1981).
II. TELECOMMUNICATIONS OPERATOR (S)
The Portuguese PTT ( CTT ) is a public company under- the
political authority of the Ministry  Estatutos dog CTT e dos
TLP , Lisboa
C~T provides all postal services and all telecommunications
ser-vices apar-t from the following, which ar-e provided under-
gover-nment concessions to two other- carr ier-s :
Telefones de Lisboa e Porto (TLP) - .a public company -
provides telephony in Lisboa and Porto , which account for
about 60% of telephone lines (id.
Companhia por-tuguesa Radio Mar-coni (CPRM) - provides
inter-continental telephone and telex services;
international telegr-aphy apar-t from Spain; and
inter-continental links for new services such as the data
network (Companhia Portuguesa Radio Marconi Contrato de
Concessao , Lisboa , 1980).
CTT and TLP share a board , nominated by the government.II r.  mE CURRr';N' ? l'I'UA':!LlPN  ~:!LJiI~~0.!il~__ O I':QU 1 PM ':N'l'  AND SI':!N lCl'
CTT, TLP and CPRM have a monopoly of network infrastructure
and basic services. They also have a monopoly of enhanced
ser-vices , except where specific exceptions have been granted
to alloVl such organisations as banks and airlines to operate
some value-added services on lines leased from CTT-TLP.
CTT , TLP and CPRM currently provide the following services
VOICE Public switched telephone network
DATA Non-switched analogue leased lines
PSTN (da ta over the switched telephone network)
Packet Switched Data Network (TELEPAC)
TEXT Telex network
CTT , TLP and CPRM plan to introduce shor-tly the following services
VOICE Mobile telephony (analogue , 450 MHz in 1988)
DATA Teletex (via the PSDN) (1987/1988)
Facsimile (via the PSTN) (1987)
TEXT Videotex (1987)
Radiopaging (1988)
MHS (1988)
VIDEO Videoconferencing (1988)
Ther-e is curr-ently, no cable-TV in Portugal.Terminal equipment supply, installation and maintenance at
the end of 1986 is described in the following table
Supplier CTT-TLP CTT-TLP and Pr ivate
Monopoly Private Fir-ms Firms
1st telephone instr-ument
Subsequent telephone
instruments
PBXs
Modems 2400 baud
Modems 2400 baud
Telex terminals
Facsimile term1nals
CTT-TLP has a monopoly over- the first telephone set, but the
supply of further telephones is open , as is the supply of
PBXs and other equipment.
IV. CURRENT NATIONAL TRENDS AND DISCUSSIONS ON REGULATORY ISSUES
Two commissions have been appointed by the government.
are
They
A commission to prepare proposals for a new law on
telecommunications. A repor-t was presented to the
Secretary of State in the last quarter of 1986.
A commission on the reor-ganisation of the
telecommunications sector. Expects to report to the
Secretary of State in the first half of 1987.
In the context of the deliberations of these commissions
regulatory measur-es currently under consideration include
separation of posts from telecommunications
Separation of regulator-y and entrepreneurial functions
Regulatory and homologation functions could be
transferred from CTT to the  Institute of Communications
of Por-tugal , once this body has been established (op.
cit)
Possibility of concessions for enhanced services
present , the telecommunications basic law prescribes
state monopoly for- many areas of service. A new
telecommunications law could allow the following
optionsAREA OPTIONS
Network PTT monopoly
Basic Services PTT monopoly
Enhanced Serv ices PTT monopoly
Private monopoly franchise
Pr ivate competitive franchises
Terminal Equipment Competition between PTT and
pr i vate sectors
Reorganisation of telecommunications responsibilities . An
approach based on the establishment of a holding
compr- ised of smaller bodies , wi th specif ic
responsibili ties for basic telecommunications network
and service provision , is being considered.
pr ivate participation in CTT-TLP Option of allowing a
degree of pr- ivate (but not foreign) par-ticipation in the
r-eorganised domestic carr- ier- is being envisaged , but is
largely dependent on the approval of a new regulation
law.
Points 1 , 2 and 3 above seem to enjoy support from most
quarters in Portugal; though it should be noted that the
main trade union in CTT is opposed to points 1 and 
On point 3 , there is , furthermore concer-n fr-om actual and
potential users and pr-oviders of enhanced Bervices , that
a clear boundar-y Bhould be drawn between basic (monopoly)
and enhanced (competitive) services , to enable users and
providers to plan futur-e use and provision of services
wi th clar i ty as to what they will and will not be
permitted to provide or use.
No consensus has yet emerged around  point 5
In the general context of re~regulation at national and
community level , there is concern that procurement should
only be opened up to inter-national tender in a way that
does not thr-eaten the viability of the local industry,
and after other major Europe?n countries have done so.REGULATORY DEVELOPMENTS IN THE UK
REGULATORY BODY
Primary regulatory authority lies with the Department of Trade
and Industry (DTI) , which is responsible  for  drafting
legislation and  for  issuing licences for the operation of
elecommunications systems. However , a range of regulatory and
advisory powers are vested in the Office of
Telecommunications (OFTEL) , which is an independent body
directly responsible to Parliament.
(British Telecommunications Acts 1981 and 1984 J .
II. TELECOMMUNICATIONS OPERATOR (S)
Following the privatisation in 1984 of British Telecom (the
former monopoly telecommunications carrier), 14 organisations
are now licensed as Public Telecommunications Operators
( PTOs ) 
Bri tish Telecommunications pIc (BT), which is  company
with 51% pr-ivate ownership, 49% government ownership * 
Mercury Communications Limited (Mercury), pr i va tely
owned
Both these companies are licensed to r-un nation-wide fixed
networks.
RACAL Vodafone 
Telecoms Secur icor Cellular)
Radio Ltd (Cellnet) 
only  for  mobile cellular
radio telephone
systems
Ci ty of Kingston Upon Hull: a fixed networ-k only for its
own area
9 cable operators, full r-ange of telecommunication
services and cable TV in their franchise areas.
(It is UK government policy to sell its r-esidual shar-eholdings
in privatised companies. In the case of BT , undertakings were
given in 1984 when the 51% was sold that there would be no
further sales before April 1988).(Licence granted by The Secr-etary of state for Trade and
Industry to Br i tish Telecommunications under Section 7 of the
Telecommunications Act 1984)
(Licence granted by The Secretary of state for Trade and
Industry to Mercury Communications Limited under Section 7 of
the telecommunications Act 1984)
(Licence gr-anted by The Secretary of State for Trade and
Industry to Racal - Vodafone Limited under Section 7 of the
Telecommunications Act 1984)
(Licence granted by the Secretary of State for Trade and
Industry to Telecoms Securicor Cellular Radio Ltd (Cellnet)
under Section 7 of the Telecommunicatons Act 1984)
(Licence granted by the Secretary of State for Trade and
Industry to Kingston upon Hull City Council under Section 7 of
the Telecommunications Act 1984 
I I I.  THE CURRENT SITUATION WITH REGARD TO EQUIPMENT . AND SERVICES
Most telecommunications ser-vices are pr-ovided in competition
by BT and Mercur-y. BT is likely to be the only car-rier
offering country-wide residential , basic telecommunications
services for the foreseeable future , but Mercury now provides
services in most of the main business centres and in ar-eas
where it can do so cost effectively, and is starting to
operate a national digital switched network with
inter-connection with the BT network. It also competes with BT
on those international routes to which it is able to obtain
access - a limited number at present. A number of other
service providers supply mobile r-adio and radio paging
services on a competitive basis , and telecommunication
services and cable TV are provided by the cable operators.Major- services available in the UK are as follows
VOICE
DATA
TEXT
VIDEO
RADIO-
PAGING:
Public switched telephone network (BT and Mercury)
Mobile telephone network (cellular r-adio)
(Telecoms Securicor Cellular Radio Ltd (cellnet)
and Racal Vodafone)
Data transmission services over the PSTN
Non-switched leased lines (analogue and digital)
Packet switched networ-k
Telex network (BT and Mercury)
Teletex
A number of electronic mail services , the lar-gest
of which is one run by BT
Facsimile (BT)
Videotex (BT , Pr-estel)
BT offers two videoconferencing services.
Cable : a number of cable TV networ-ks are operated
by private companies , mainly using coaxial
networks.
BT and sever-al other private operator-s
The UK has by far the largest number of I value-added I services
of any of the European countries (see below).with regard to terminal equipment supply, there has been no
monopoly since 1984 and any equipment other than pay phones
(for the time being), provided it has been approved , can be
bought from pr- ivate suppliers. Of tel is now responsible for
approval. It relies upon evaluation carried out by the
Bri tish Approvals Board for Telecommunications (BABT) , an
independent private sector body, and to a diminishing extent
by BT.
IV. CURRENT NATIONAL TRENDS AND DISCUSSION ON REGULATORY ISSUES
A significant degree of liber-alisation has taken place sinca
the Telecommunications Act of 1981. This has entailed some
re-r-egulation which has affacted not only the terminal market
but has also brought about major changes in the conditions for
the use of the network in the UK.
Public Networks
As a result of the Telecommunications Act of 1981 the
telecommunications oper-ations of the Post Office were split
off into a separate organisation , British Telecom, and the
power to license networ-ks was given dir-ectly to the
Government , thus paving the way for- competition in networ-k
services. BT only held a consultative r-ole with respect to
the licensing of telecommunications operators , although it had
limited powers to grant licences under a general authority
issued by the Secretar-y of State.
The Act was followed three years later by the
Telecommunications Act of 1984 which served to increase the
range of liberalisation in the UK. This Act changed BT' s
status from that of a public to a pr ivate company, r-emoved
BT' s exclusive pr-ivilege to run telecommunications systems and
required BT to oper-ate under a licence , which set out its
rights and obligations  Br-itish Telecom Licence , op.cit. J .
The terms of the BT 1 icence s ta te , amongst other- s , tha t 
universal service is obligatory
tar iff increases for a basket. of basic services are
regulated (consumer price index minus 3 percent) 
BT is obliged to provide interconnection for licensed
systems
no undue pr ice discr- imination is allowed
OFTEL has the power- to prevent cr-oss-subsidisation of BT
equipment supply and network operations.A similar licence was granted to Mercury Communications. Both
companies were placed in a new categor-y of telecommunications
operator- which was created , known as Public Telecommunications
Operator (PTO - a telecommunications operator providing public
services which enjoys a privileged position in return for
accepting a specific ser- ies of obligations). The government
made it clear that it was not intending to license any further
PTOs which could provide basic fixed network services before
1990 at the earliest , in order to limit the amount of
competition while Mercur-y established its infrastructure and
while BT adapted to the new competitive climate. There 
thus now a duopoly operating in the provision of national
public networks in the UK.
other PTOS compr ise the two oper-ator-s of public cellular- r-adio
telephone networks , and cable companies offering local network
services including in some cases voice telephony in
conj unction with Mercury or- BT.
Under- the Act of 1984 , OFTEL was cr-eated as an independant
regulatory body for overseeing the sector.
Private networks
with regard to pr-ivate networks (that is networks made up fr-oml
lines lea.sed from the PTO' s), following the 1981 Act the
government announced that it intended to issue a licence to
permi t the provision of ' value added' services. It stated
that the provision of simple resale of excess capacity on
leased lines would be pr-ohibited until at least July 1989.
(Simple resale service has a legal def ini tion ~ not all forms
of resale ar-e pr-ecluded). In practice , Value Added Network
Services (VANS) can be pr-ovided over the public networ-k as
well as over private networks.
A licence for VANS operation was issued in 1982 under the 19811
Telecommunications Act  General Licence under Section 15 (1)
for- telecommunications systems used in providing value added
network services , October 1982 J. It remains the current VANS
licence at the time of writing, although a new licence was du~
to be published in ear-ly 1987 (see below) . The licence
per-mits any person , including the Public Telecommunications
Operators to run what is knm.m .as an ' appl icable system'  whicl~
provides ' value added' telecommunlca tions services. In order
to satisfy this ' value added' term , the messages conveyed mus~
fulfil one or mor-e of the following cr-iter-ia : they must be
stored; or the code , content , format or protocol of the
messages must be acted on significantly; or they must be
multi-addressed. These criteria are used to differ-entiate
value-added' services from basic' services (with minor
exceptions - for- example wher-e the messages passed relate
solely to the licensee.The licence requires that where a connection is made between a
VANS network and a public networ-k , the appar-atus wi thin the
VANS network must be ' approved I and the connection between the
VANS networ-k and any other network can only be made by a
Public Telecommunications Oper-ator. For international
traffic , the VANS system must only be used to pass messages to
or fr-om persons outside the UK over leased lines where those
messages relate only to the affairs of the person on whose
sole behalf the circuit has been leased. To date some 180
ser-vice providers have registered under this licence , although
there are effectively only a limited number of VANS networks
operating on a national basis.
The UK government has found the distinction between I basic I
and ' value added I services extremely diff icul t to maintain
wi th the result that the area has been under continual review.
In 1985 a consultative document proposing a new category of I Managed Data Networ-k Services I was issued in an attempt to
allow basic conveyance (with no I added value ' ) for data
messages. However the new distinctions proved to be difficult
to define and the Government was persuaded that a simple and
more compr-ehensive licensing r-egime was r-equired.
Accor-dingly, a revised licence has been issued in February
1987 lOr-aft class Licence for Value Added and Data Networ-k
Ser-vices , Department of Tr-ade and Industry, July 1986 ; final
ver-sion released Febr-uar-y 1987). It covers two different
types of operations. Firstly, there are telecommunications
operators who provide value added or data services for profit.
In this case , either value added services or simple conveyance
of data services can be provided. Secondly, there are
telecommunications networks r-un to support 
non-telecommunications business activity. In this case
I basic ' services can also be run under the terms of the
licence (i. e. voice and telex ser-vices) pr-ovided the operator
does not charge for- these services.
Within the VADS licence there ar-e a number of conditions that
apply to Major Ser-vice Providers , that is to say, oper-ators
having a total turnover in excess of E50 million per- year or 
telecommunications business turnover- in excess of El million
per year. These include a prohibition on predatory pr icing,
unfair cr-oss-subsidisation of services pr-ovided to users
outside the operator- s gr-oup, and so on. Major Service
Providers also have to register with Of tel and pay a licence
fee. In addition , they have to provide access arrangements in
compliance with OSI standards. Over international leased
lines VANS may be provided , as may basic data services where
these are pr-ovided wi thin closed user- groups. International
VADS may be pr-ovided within closed user groups which have a
common business inter-est in an area other than the provision
of telecommunications services.The dr-aft Class Licence gives no gener-al definition of
value-added service" or " basic conveyance
Under the VADs Class Licence , over-seas providers will
implicitly be required to operate their licensed service fr-om
a UK site , alLhough Lhere is provision for special bilateral
ar-rangements between the UK and for-eign PTTs.
In-house pr i vate networks have also been the subject of a new
licensing regime , quite apart form the VANS/VADS issue. Prior
to 1984 pr ivate networks wer-e controlled by BT. They ar-e now
controlled by the companies or organisations which operate
them. A licence is now required to allow the operation of
private in-house networks whether or not connected to the
public switched network  Branch Systems General Licence
(BSGL), 1984 J .
In order to overcome a number of deficiencies in the licence
and to br-ing it more into line with the proposed new VADS
licence. The UK Gover-nment has recently issued a r-evised
Br-.anch Systems General Licence. The major change involves the
relaxation of the conditions which r-elate to the conveyance of
traffic which has arrived from , or is destined for- , the PSTN
within a private network. Where networ-ks can meet certain
technical requirements related to speech call quality it is
proposed that they should now be per-mi tted to carr-y PSTN
traffic without restriction within their own network. The
licence also changes the classification of equipment deemed to
be call routing apparatus , clarifying the permitted use of
international leased lines.
In addition to the BSGL and VADS licences , individual licences
for the operation of networks that would not otherwise comply
with one of the existing licences are available. The main
criteria is that licences will be granted except wher-e the
main predictable effect of the licence would be the ai version
of r-evenue from the Public Telecommunications Operators. For
example a Tempor-ar-y Licence has been granted to Reuters Ltd to
r-un cer-tain telecommunications systems.Terminal Equipment
The de-regulation process has had a significant effect on
supply of the terminal mar-ket. Following the 1981 Act , the
almost complete monopoly on the supply of customer premises
equipment which BT once held has been gradually relaxed , so
that essentially all equipment , with the exception of
payphones (for the time being), may now be purchased from
private suppliers.
Futur-e liberalisation
The UK Government has announced that it does not intend to
permit the provision of simple resale services before July
1989. It also announced that it did not intend to licence
operators other than BT and Mercury to run national public
networks until November 1990 at the earliest. The position
will then be reviewed.EGULATOR Y DEVE LOPMENT
I N THE AND JAPREGULATORY DEVELOPMENTS IN 'rHE US
The "de-regulation" process of us telecommunications over the last
25 years has been one of the dominating influences on the world I
telecommunications market.
In 1986, an EC fact finding mission reported on the current state
of developments in the united states  Report on the Fact-Finding
Mission to the United States , June 16- , 1986 , Commission of the
European Communi ties J. While this mission investigated a wide
range of topics, including existing barr iers to European
manufacturers on the US market , hereunder only regulator-y
developments are presented.
HISTORY
Major- steps in the development of US telecommunications have
been
1934 Communications Act Cr-eation of the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) as the main regulatory agency.
The Act determines the legal framework of telecommunications
in the United States to this date.
1956  Consent Decree , united states v. Western Electric
Company, Distr ict Court of New Jersey. Following an initial
inter-vention by the Department of Justice , under the Sherman
Anti-Trust Act , AT&T was limited to r-egulated services (mainly
the telephone). Its manufacturing subsidiary (Western
Electr ic) was now to work only for the Bell System , a
susidiary of AT&T operating over 90% of the Amer ican network.
1959  Above 890 decision , Report and Order 27 FCC 359.
FCC allowed the constr-uction of private networks using
micro-wave radio.
The
1968  Car-terfone , 13 FCC 2d 420. The FCC ruled that the
Bell system should , in principle , allow equipment not produced
by AT&T to be connected to its networks.
1971  Specialised Common Carr ier Decision , First Report and
Orde , 29 FCC 2d 870. A g~neral licence was granted to
specialised common carriers , which allowed them to offer
swi tched telecommunications services , connected directly
the existing network of local telephone exchanges , and a
number of such carr- iers were for-med. This was the first
towards developing competition within the network.
large
step1971 Comput~r Inquiry  Filla 1 Decis ion and Order 29 FCC
2d 261. After- a five year investigation on the increasing
interdependence of informa tion and telecommunica tions
technologies , the FCC decided that. the integrated office
automation systems mar-ket should become subject to
competition. AT&T , as the regulated oper-ator , was to be
allowed to supply these types of services only through a
subsidiary separate from its regulated activities.
1976 Equipment Registration Programme , Interstate and
Foreign Message Toll Telephone , First Report and Order, 56 FCC
2d 593. The FCC develops procedures to facilitate the opening
up of markets for- terminals (simplified certification
procedures for- terminal equipment).
1980 Computer Inquir-y II, Final Decision 77 FCC 2d 384.
In the light of the conver-.gence between information technology
and telecommunications , the FCC updates its 1971 decision. 
abandons the earlier distinction between telecommunications
and computer ser-vices and introduces one between "basic
services " and "enhanced services It deregulates terminal
equipment but allows AT&T to enter- der-egulated mar-kets through
an independent subsidiar-y : "AT&T Infor-mation systems The
separation requirements are known as " structural safeguards
1982 Modified Final Judgement (MFJ), United States v.
AT&T , District Court for the District of Columbia. Orders the
spli tting off of the Bell system regional networks which then
represented 77% of the US$150 bn of AT&T I S capital assets and
appr-oximately 50% of its revenue. The new AT&T keeps the
long-distance services of the Bell System (under the name
AT&T Communications ) and of Wester-n Electr ic and Bell
Laborator- ies (under the name " AT&T Technolog ies
). 
The
long-distance network is opened to competition whereas the
regional networks r-emain regulated.
1984  AT&T Divestiture On 1 January 1984. AT&T divests
itself of 22 Bell Operating Companies  BOCs
). 
These 22
companies then for-m themselves into the present structure of 7
Regional Holding Companies  RHCs). 'l' hese RHCs are often
refer-red to by the old name of " BOCs
The MFJ also imposed restr-ictions on the business lines that
both the divested AT&T and the newly formed RHCs could enter.
Thus , AT&T was prevented fr-om providing electr-onic publishing
services (for- a per- iod of 7 year-s) while the RHCs were
prevented from providing inter-exchange services , from
offering information ser-vices and from manufactur ing
telecommunications equipment.Generally, the MFJ imposed  structural separation
requirements" for pr-ovision by BOCs or AT&T of competitive
enhanced" services (these ser-vices were to be offered through
separate subsidiaries).
The MFJ also .imposed a requiremenL on the HOC' s Lo provide
equal access" arrangements to all long distance carr iers.
Subsequent to the MFJ  a lar-ge number of exceptions
waiver-s ) to the imposed r-estr ictions were conceded by the
Distr- ict Court of Columbia on a case-by- case basis  in or-der
to allow for practical requirements.
The instability of the r-egulatory regime thus demonstrated
finally led to the FCC' s Computer Inquiry III , provisionally
concluded in July 1986  Third Computer Inquiry , Report and
Order , FCC 86 2521. Computer III replaced the concepts of
structural safeguar-ds" and "sepacation requirements " by
non-structucal safeguar-ds " in order to allow the BOCs to
offer of integr-ated ser-vices. For- this purpose it introduced
the concepts of Comparably .Efficient Interconnection (CEI) and
Open Networ-k Architecture (ONA). (See below).
In Februar-y 1987 , the  Department of Justice filed with the
Distr ict Court of Columbia its  f ir-st triennial repor-t and
recommendations on the MFJ which recomended further lifting of
restr ictions on AT&T and the BOCs.
At this stage , the regulatory situation in the US seems
therefore to be in a state of flux and still not stabilised.
II CURRENT SITUATION
Regulatory bodies
Federal Communications Commission The main r-egulatory body
remains the Federal Communications Commission (FCC). The FCC
was created by the Communications Act which gave the FCC
regulatory power over all inter-state and international
foreign ) communications by "wire or r-adio In pr-actice
the FCC regulatory authority is split into three pacts dealing
with common car-riers , broadcasting and cable TV.The Communications Act dir-ects the FCC to exercise its
r-egulatory authority over inter-state (within the US) and
foreign telecommunications
so as to make available , so far as possible , to all the
people of the United States a rapid , efficient , nation-wide
and world-wide wire and radio communication ser-vice with
adequate facilities at reasonable charges , for- the purpose of
the national defense , (and) for the purpose of promoting the
safety of life and proper-ty ...
The FCC adds to these objectives the goal of "universal
service" derived from the broad wording of the Act.
The role of the FCC has been fundamental in nearly every
telecommunications r-egulation decision in the US and it
continues to regulate all interstate and international
communications. It also has great influence over- intr-a-state
developments wi thin the US.
The FCC continues to regulate AT&T.
State Regulator-y Agencies The individual Bell Oper-ating
Companies of the seven Regional Holding Companies are subject
. to the regulatory authority of the state utility commissions
which are responsible for intra-state communication. The BOCs
continue to be strictly regulated.
Congress Congress holds the ultimate author- i ty 
legislation. It created the FCC and can contr-ol (or- at least
influence) the decisions of the FCC through the imposition of
new legislation , thr-ough the influence of congr-ess committees
and through control of the FCC budget.
Federal Courts Decisions made by the FCC can be .appealed
against in the Federal Courts. The court will review an FCC
decision based on firstly deciding whether it has operated
within its authority and secondly whether it has fair-ly
considered the evidence presented before it.
Since the AT&T divestiture , a special role is played by the
District Court of Columbia.Justice Department and District Court of Columbia The
Justice Department has substantially influenced developments by
its anti-trust suits against AT&T and the consent decr-ees
entered in settlement of the anti -trust suits.
The 1982 settlement (MFJ) has made the District Court of
Columbia one of the most impor-tant factors. The Court
continues to oversee the implementation of the MFJ and
therefore exercises a continuing str-ong regulatory influence.
Federal Agencies A number of Federal Agencies are closely
involved in telecommunications policy formulation , in
particular regar-ding trade questions and inter-national
relations. This concerns notably the United States Trade
Representative (USTR) and the National Telecommunications and
Information Administration (NTIA) in the Department of
Commerce , and the Department of State respectivE!ly.
Telecommunications Operators
The pr-esent situation of telecommunications supply in the US
can be summed up as follows
Local basic services no competition ; subject to
str ict r-egulation by the State
utility Commissions.
Bell Operating Companies
Long distance basic ser-vices competi tion permitted
dominant carriers " (as
determined by the FCC) rema 
subject to str ict regulation
under the Communications Act.
OCCs (Other Common Car- r iers)
are only lightly regulated
(" forebearance" by the FCC)
AT&T remains the dominant long
distance carrier- , followed by
MCI and GTE-Spr int (OCCs).
Long distance enhanced services unregulated ; full resale of
capaci ty including voice
permi tted.
Several hundred resellers
existing.Local enhanced serv ices competition permitted ; BQCs
will now be allowed to enter
this field under the CEI atld
later- , ONA arrangements
(Computer- III).
The US r-epresents a market size which is more than 5 times
larger than any of the individual European countr ies Bell
Operating Companies (RHCs) are of compar-able size with the
largest of the European Telecommunications Administrations.
Increase of resour-ces for standar-disation
The restructur ing of the US telecommunications services market
has taken place on the basis of the original Bell System which
ensured US-wide networ-k integr i ty according to specifications
set by the Bell Laborator-ies , part of the fully ver-tically
integrated AT&T (Bell Labor-ator ies Western Electr ic
Bell system).
The gradual break-up of the system since 1971 (Specialised
Common Carrier Decision , op.cit. ) and particularly after AT&T
di vesti ture led to a number of disruptions of services , but
still largely benefited from the basic homogeneity of the Bell
System and AT&T technologies.
Subsequent to the diff iculties experienced after divestiture
(in particular dur ing 1984), there is now a clear tr-end to
str-engthen co-operation between the BOCs , AT&T and industry on
standar-disation. The BOCs have cr-eated BELLCORE on a shar-ed
basis and with a total staff of 8 000 highly qualified experts
(see  Fact-Finding , Ope ci t.) for- work on standards and
technological development (total annual budget of 920 million
US$). At the same time , the intra-US co-ordination structure
for pr-eparation of standards has been substantially
strenghtened (Bellcore Exchange Carr ier Standards
Association, ECSA Tl Committee ANSI). The approach has
been very p~o- active  with par-ticipation from all industr-y and
carriers.
The US input to inter-national standardisation bodies has been
substantially stepped up. The input to CCITT (see ANNEX 5) is
now tightly co-or-dinated by the Department of State , taking
into account technical  regulatory  and political objectives.Ser-vice def ini tion problems
The US is exposed to the same technological change as Europe
L~9.-'-L  the convergence of telecommunications and computer
technology. The instability and re-definition of service
boundary lines therefor-e is a dominating theme of US
deregulation to this date. In the US, boundary lines have been
the subject of three rulings by the FCC (Computer- I, Computer-
I I and Computer I I I , see above).
The curr-ent distinction by the FCC is still based on  Computer
(as is theMFJ), though  substantial problems of service
definition remain unsolved.
Under Computer II , the FCC currently distinguishes between two
classes of communications services - namely basic and
enhanced.
Basic communication is defined as 
a pur-e transmission capability over a communication path that
is virtually transparent to customer-supplied information.
Enhanced communication includes any service beyond basic
communications ; its definition is 
a service which employs computer processing applications
. to perfor-m pr-otocol conversion,
. to provide the subscr iber with additional , different
or- restructured infor-mation , or
. involving subscr-iber interaction with stor-ed
infor-mation.
Pr-otocol conversion , the effect of which is mer-ely to
facilitate subscr-iber information transfer , is currently being
reassessed under Computer III in the Supplemental Notice of
pr-oposed Rulemaking (adopted May 15 1986).
Basic local exchange services are currently the most highly
regulated area in the US , with the local telephone company
holding a near monopoly on the provision of services within
each area , and competition only being allowed for- services that
cross geographic boundar-ies , traffic which flows from one
so called Local Access Tr-ansport Area , or- LATA , to another.For enhanced ser-vices , one effect of the Computer- III decision
is to force the BOCs to provide Compar-ably C:fficient
Interconn~ction (CEI) under- which the operating companies will
have to offer their basic transmission facilities to allow fair
competi tion amongst all enhanced service providers.
Effects on tar- iffs
According to the FCC , de-regulation of telecommunications
services within the US has driven tariffs closer to costs.
One of the r-esults of this has been to cause tariffs for local
service to r-ise (in real terms) while the mor-e profitable long
distance and international service tariffs have fallen.
The FCC has imposed some direct controls on the process of
shifting of costs fr-om long distance to local by the imposition
of . access charges
The rise of local tar iffs is under close scrutiny by the
Congress and subject to approval by the state utility
Commissions. Dominant car-r-iers 
(~ 
AT&T) must file tariffs
wi th the FCC.
According to pubi ic statements by the FCC, competition on
long-distance basic services has led to a pr-ice decline of
approximately 30 per cent since the beginning of 1984. Local
rates , with the exception of 1984 , have generally increased no
faster than inflation. However , according to statements by FCC
r-epresentati ves , in Washington DC the last set of telephone
rate increases ranged from 25 to 50 per- cent.
Interconnection issues
The interconnection arrangements in the US 
for voice telephony
have undergone substantial changes over- the last few years
following de-regulation by the FCC and the AT&T divestiture.
Ini tially, the OCCs interconnected their long distance networks
wi th the existing monopoly local telephone 
networ-ks on a
customer basis - i. e. , they were ~onnected to subscr iber-line
terminations on the local exchanges.PI"obloms with this arrangement were in particular
- the need for the customer- to enter a lar-ge number of digits
(typically about twenty-two) to make a single call , and often
to do so in two differ-ent for-mats (decadic pulses and DTMF);
- the lack of automatic identification of the calling
subscriber to the OCC (needed for billing purposes) requiring
the subscriber to enter an authority code (with the
consequent risk of fraud);
- a technical problem of pr-oviding a'n automatic signal
indicating the time at which the called subscr-iber answer-ed
the call; and
- a significant prob.ability of an overall call encountering
high levels of transmission loss leading to subjectively
unacceptable perfor-mance.
Under the MFJ, an "Equal Access" plan was adopted. The Equal
Access Plan requir-ed that the BOGs pr-ovide "non discr- iminating
access on all their local exchanges for all long distance
carr-ier-s by September 1986 (and to a proportion of their-
exchanges by earlier dates).
This equal access provided for customer chosen digits.
Typically the customer would dial lOXXX to access their chosen
long distance car-r ier-. At the same time , answer- supervision
and automatic called number identification would be pr-ovided to
the OCCs.
International repercussions
The de-regulation process in the United States has had a
profound influence on countr-ies outside the US (see main part
of Green Paper).
Firstly, the FCC now allows enhanced ser-vice providers to own
and use satellite systems and to own and use submarine cable
capacity (either through the pr-ovision of private cables such
as the pr-oposed pr- ivate transatlantic cable PTAT-l or through
the purchase of indefeasible right of users (IRU' s) in existing
cables) .
Secondly it permits (and in many ways encourages) enhanced
service providers offering international services to become
Recognised Pr-ivate Operating Agencies (RPOA's).rhirdly, the CC takes a more aggressive stance towards
international services (see  Regulatory policies and
International Telecommunications , Notice of Inquiry and
Proposed Rulemaking, FCC 86~563, 30th January 1987).. FCC and
the Justice Depar-tment seem to encourage new US entries into
the international scene (OCCs , RHCs , private satellite
operators).
III COMPUTER III /COMPARABLY EFFICIENT INTERCONNECTION (CEI)
OPEN NETWORK ARCHITECTURE (ONA)
Com uter I I 
market
FCC objectives for the enhanced services
In spite of continuing classification problems , due to the
trends towards integration of services and the resulting
blurring of boundary lines , the FCC maintained the Computer II
classification (basic / enhanced) under- Computer- III.
While leaving a number- of definition issues unresolved
Computer III concentrates on two objectives
- lifting " str-uctur-al safeguar-ds " and r-estr ictions fr-om the
RHCs and AT&T , in order to allow them integrated services
offer ings combining basic and enhanced services , with a view
to the introduction of ISDN
- defining the conditions under which the regulated carriers
should offer the network infrastructure to competitive
enhanced service providers.
2.  Comparably Efficient Inter-connection (CEI)
Computer Inquiry III seeks to replace structur-al separation 
specific requirements for " fair access" by competitor-s to the
basic communications facilities of dominant carr iers , which may
now offer enhanced ser-vices dir-ectly.
Structural separation was introduced to counter- concer-n about
potential anti-competitive conduct by the dominant carrier
wi th control over- "bottle-neck" local exchange facilities
needed by potential competitors.According to computer III , the Comparably Efficient
Interconnection (CEI) element of Computer III has the twin
goals of preventi ng discrimination and promoting efficiency.
It r-equires carr i~r-~ to spell out the basic ser-vice functions
they will offer- specifically to support directly competing
enhanced communications providers. For the longer term , this
commi tment is required to take the more general form of an
infrastructure for enhanced communications networking - known
as Open Network Architecture.
Pr inciples of CEI
CEI seeks to extend the " inter-nal" advantages of the
dominant carriers to all enhanced service providers. Thus
carr iers J enhanced service operations will be free to
exploit their basic facilities by locating enhanced
functions at switching sites, or employing " trunk-side
interfaces , etc - provided that comparable facilities are
made available to other enhanced communications providers.
The Comparably Efficient Interconnection offered need not
be identical , but must be functionally equal and similarly
pr- iced. Specifically, the FCC r-equ ir-es that basic service
functions utilised by .a car-r ier--pr-ovided enhanced ser-vice
are equally available to others - on an unbundled basis
(i.  e. individuaJ.ly tariffed), with technical
specifications , functional capabilities , quality, and
other character-istics (such as installation times and
maintenance response) showing no systematic difference
from those provided to the carrier' s enhanced service.
According to Computer III , examples of the basic service
elements anticipated include supervisory signalling,
tr-ansmission , switching, billing, and network management 
as part of a eEl offering a carrier must make available
standardised hardware and software interfaces to support
the relevant functions , together with related technical
information and specifications.BI?_Li;!  L c:: sLc: 91!1PC' l iJj  -"L 
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Since Computer Inquir-y III is .eliminating corpor-ate
structural safeguards (separ-ation requir-ements , i. e.
operation via subsidiaries) pr-eviously placed on  the
enhanced communications operations of the dominant carrier
organisations , the FCC have specified additional business
practice safeguards to accompany the CEI requirements to
pr-ovide fair- access to basic services. The areas
addressed are the reporting of non-discriminatory
performance , the maintenance of separate accounts for
enhanced ser-vices (with no cross-subsidy from "monopoly
services), the publication of infor-mation on changes in
network services , and equal access to customer- infor-mation
ar ising from the basic car-r ier network.
Carriers will be required to file quarterly reports with
the FCC comparing the service/perfor-mance levels provided
to their- own enhanced service operations with those
provided to enhanced service competitor-s (and their
end-customer-s) .
The CEI concept has not had, up to now, tangible effects.
AT&T had not filed any CEI plan. By March 1987 , only one
BOC (Bell South) had filed a CEI plan. A CEI plan is
required for each enhanced service to be offer-ed.
Open Network Architectur-e (ONA)
ONA objectives according to Computer III
The initial CEI r-equir-ements of Computer III call for the
filing of CEI plans specific to each proposed new enhanced
service offering by a dominant carrier (BOC or- AT&T).
In the longer term , the FCC envisages the extension of CEI
facili ties into a networ-k ser-vice infrastr-ucture for
enhanced services generally - the  Open Network
Architecture (ONA). Approval of a carrier- s ONA plan
would obviate the need for repeated CEI approvals of
individual enhanced services.According to Computer III an  Open Network Architecture
should reflect the overall design of  carr ier' s basic
network facilities and services to permit all users of the
basic network (including the enhanced service operations
of the carrier and competitors) to interconnect to
specific network functions and interfaces on  an  unbundled
and "equal accsss" basis. ONA thus should involve 
technological implementation which opens service to all
vendors and end-users in a manner which makes.
discrimination by the carrier impossible - and thus is
self-regulating
" .
ONA must offer " r-easonably equivalent" access to
competi tive enhanced service providers. The FCC has
indicated that although it does not wish to restr ict
technical implementations . of ONA , it needs to be satisfied
that the general CEI requirements are met. Accordingly it
pr-oposes to view more fcwourably those designs which
utilise the same inter-connection facilities for the
carr ier I s enhanced service operations as  for  other
enhanced service providers - since the equal functionality
and anti-discrimination aspects of such a configuration
are  more easily evaluated. An ONA design that permits a
carrier to integrate its enhanced services within basic
service software or hardware , while others I services
interconnect in  different manner, must demonstrate
nevertheless that CEI requirements are satisfied.
An implement.ation of ONA is required to pr-ovide Basic
Service Elements (on a publicly available , unbundled
tariff basis) including an initial set of key Basic
Ser-vice Elements (a r-ange of call control  and  networ-k
super-vision primitives as well as connection and
transmission functions) that can be used in a wide variety
of enhanced services - r-egardless of whether the car-r ier- t s
current enhanced service offerings r-ely on such elements.
Any .basic element which is incorporated in  carrier I s
enhanced offering must be provided publicly, and the
carr ier' s enhanced services operations must obtain basic
services under the applicable tariffed ter-ms and rates.
ONA Planning
The Computer III ruling r-equires the dominant carriers
(seven BOGs and AT&T) to file Open Network Ar-chitecture
Plans with the FCC by Februcfry 198.8.These plans must demonstrate compliance with CEI and ONA
pdnciples and list the initial set of Basic Service
Elements to be offered  the ONA facilities must be
introduced wi thin one year of the plan I s approval.
subsequently the carrier will not be required to file 
service-specif ic CEI plan pr ior to any new enhanced
service, and will be free from structurally separate
subsidiary conditions in providing enhanced services.
However , for any enhanced service which is based on
underlying services different from those explained in the
appr-oved plan , a car-r-ier must obtain FCC appr-oval for an
amendment to the ONA plan to be filed at least 90 days
prior to offering the new ser-vice.
If any carrier fails to file an aNA plan by February 1988
the FCC intends not to consider any further inter im CEI
plans fr-om that car-rier- , effectively suspending its
abili ty to introduce new enhanced services.
It should be noted here that AT&T has clearly stated that
it has no intention to file an ONA plan~ and has filed a
peti tion for r-econsideration with FCC. If the petition is
not accepted , AT&T will prefer to pr-ovide enhanced
services thr-ough separate subsidiar-ies.
RECENT DEVELOPMENTS
Since January 1987 , two further- impor-tant developments have
taken place which could substantially influence future US and
international telecommunications development.
In February 1987 , the Department of Justice submitted its
first tr iennial report on the implementation of the MFJ
(op.cit.
). 
In the report , the Justice Department proposes to
the Distr ict Court of Columbia , to  lift all essential
restr ictions imposed on the BOCs by the. MFJ This concerns in
particular the provision of information services
inter-exchange (long~distance) tr-aff ic and manufactur ing of
equipment.Thus, the report largely accepts the conclusions of a major
study undertaken for the Department of Justice and made public
in the beginning of 1987 , which identified the r-equirement of
integrated service offerings (vertical service integration) as
a major essential for future telecommunications development
(1987  Repor-t on Competition in the Telephone Industry , The
Geodesic Network , US Depar-tment of Justice, Antitrust
Division, January 1987). The report argues that therefor-e the
BOCs should be allowed to offer the full r-ange of services.
If the proposals by the Justice Department are accepted by the
Court , this will be a major turning~point in US concepts of
telec.ommunication r-egulation.
At the same time , the FCC has adopted a Notice of Inquir-y and
Proposed Rulemaking to examing the inter-relationship of the
FCC I S regulatory policies with the policies of foreign
governments ( Regulatory policies and International
Telecommunications , 30th January 1987 , op.cit.
The Notice would establish the US regulatory environment as a
virtual bench mark for evaluating the regulatory policies of
other t::ountries and for determining the "openness " of foreign
markets. For this purpose , the Notice proposes a substantial
incr-ease of regulator-y contr-ol by the FCC on the activities of
foreign service providers and manufacturers.
In conclusion , at the beginning of 1987 it seems that US
regulatory policies in telecommunications are undergoing
substantial change. The tr-end seems to be moving away from
regulation based on service definitions and separation
requirements towards allowing the dominant carrier-s (BOCs and
AT&T) freedom for a broad range of activities , in exchange for
the definition of clear access conditions under which they
will make their facilities and ser-vices available 
competi tors. At the .same time , US regulators seem to becoming
more and more concerned with international aspects.REGULATORY DEVELOPMENTS IN JAPAN
HISTORY
Since the early 1950s , domestic telecommunications ser-vices in
Japan have been provided by the Nippon Telegraph and Telephone
Corporation ("NTT" ), whilst all of the international services
were provided by Kokusai Denshin Denwa companyLtd (" KDD"
NTT was established in 1952 as .a public corpor-ation and KDD was
formed in 1953 as a pr-ivate company.
Between them , these two companies took over- most of the
responsibili ties pr-eviously assumed by the Ministr-y of
Communications. The remaining responsibilities were then
combined with postal functions into a new Ministry entitled the
Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications ("MPT"
With technological developments taking place , there was
increasing pressure to introduce a relaxation of the monopoly
held by NTT and KDD in their respective fields of operation.
Thus in 1971 , the MPT proposed a variety of amendments to the
existing law IThe Public Telecommunications Law) that would
per-mi t the telephone network to accommodate new bus iness
services , e.g. VANS oper-ations. Previously, the pr-ovision of
third party services was a function r-eserved for- the monopoly
operators.
II. THE NEW TELECOMMUNICATIONS LAWS
In 1985 , Japan started to deregulate its telecommunications
industry.
Two new laws were introduced which were planned to br ing about
a process of de-regulation and liber-alisation wi thin the
Japanese telecommunications industry, the r-esul ts of which it
was hoped will last at least to the end of the century  The
Telecommunications Business Law and the Nippon Denshin Denwa
Kabushiki Kaisha Law ("NTT Law J. The laws however- , also
leave considerable room for manoeuvre in the future.The changes occur ing ar-e , in some ways , similar to those
occuring in the USA and UK. These changes have the overall
objecti ves of r-educing the cost of communications and
stimulating the development of new telecommunications and
information services.
There ar~ two major aims of these laws
to introduce competition into the domestic and
international telecommunications markets in the
provision of both ser-vices  and faciE ties ; and
to transform the dominant domestic operator (NTT) from a
state owned monopoly to a privately owned competitive
company.
The two new laws came into effect on 1 April 1985.
The new laws have
author- ised a liberalised use of telecommunications
facili ties
ended the domestic telecommunications monopoly of NTT 
caused the restructur ing of NTT as a pr i vate corpor-ation
prepared to participate in a competitive marketplace
and
allowed the possibility of allowing competition with KDD
in the international marketplace.
In the light of the Computer II definition problems in the
, the Japanese government has attempted to avoid the US
basic" versus "enhanced" distinction of Computer II which it
saw as unworkable. Instead they opted for a "facilities
provider-s" versus " service pr-ovider-s " distinction.
These two classif ications .are descr ibed as follows.
Type I operators
Type I operators are regulated operators who own and
operate their own transmission facilities. Type I
operators remain subject to prior approval by the MPT.Type I applications are judged by the MPT to ensur-e :
it wi 11 conform to the demands of the area being
ser-ved ;
it will not "result in over capacity in any particular
area
that the business plan proposed is both " reliable and
feasible
that the operator is both technically and financially
qualified  and
tha t it is "appropr- iate for the sound development of
telecommunications in general"
Both NTT and KDD are established by the new law as type
I operators.
In the meantime , the MPT has author-ised 5 additional new
facili ty based competitors.
Three of these new Type I operators plan terr-estr ial
networks (one using microwave transmission , the second
optical fibre laid along the roads and the thir-d
optical fibre alongside the railway lines), whilst the
other two intend to build networks based on satellite
technology.
International Type I operators
Whilst KDD remains as the dominant international
telecommunications operator , the MPT is likely to issue
a second licence for international operations. 
present there are two bidders for this licence
a. consortium (called ITJ) of the largest Japanese
trading houses (Mitsubishi Mitsui and Sumitomo) and
others (and assisted by KDD itself)  and
a consortium (entitled KDTK) consisting principally
of Cable and wir-eless and C Itoh , but also including
Toyota Motor-s , Pacif ic Telesis , Fuj itsu , NEC and a
number of others , with assistance from the
international arm of NTT.In or-der to ensur-e tha t the dominant opera lor-s do not..
unfairly use their position to influence other- par-ts of
the market , the MPT issued guidelines in August J986
r-estr icting the involvement of N'I"l' in interna tional
ventures to less than 10% capital share (and similarly
KDD' s involvement in national ventures).
Type II operator-s
Type II operators are all other telecommunications
operators and are less regulated. In effect these are
operators providing enhanced (or value added) services
who do not own their own transmission facilities.
The Telecommunications Business Law does not restrict
Type II services to non-voice only, but there may be a
de-facto limitation to data services. Ther-e are
restrictions on the use of NTT cir-cuits for voice resale
(although other Type I operators can lease NTT circuits
to ser-ve places not served dir-ectly by their own
transmission capabilities) A It is not yet evident
whether the MPT wi 11 ease these restr ictions on resale.
Under the 1985 law , Type II operators ar-e divided into
unregulated (small scale) "General" Type II pr-oviders
and more regulated "Special" (lar-ge scale) Type II
providers.
However , since the introduction of the new law , the MPT
has more or less disregarded the division between the
Special" and the "General" categorisation. In fact the
MPT has so expanded the scope of the unregulated General
Type II category that ther-e would now seem to be little
need for new entrants to register under the Special Type
II ca tegory .
In order to be classified as
. "
Special" Type II
oper-ator , an oper-ator- must satisfy four cr- iter- ia 
follows
the operator must serve all the customers who request
service ("Universal service
there must be no pre'f~r~nce or- discr imination between
customers
the operator- must publish his tariffs ; andthe scrv ice mus L be accessed Lh rough the pub I i c
telephone networ-k.
Furthermore , any operator with more than 500 exchange
lines must be classified as a Special Type II operator
(although there is no limit to the number of customers
who can be served through these 500 lines).
Regar-ding tariffs , General Type I operators have
considerable freedom in the tariffs they charge , Special
Type I operators do not have this freedom.
There are at present over 200 Type II operators
providing a wide var iety of different services.
I I I. ROLE OF THE MPT
As well as licensing Category I operators , the MPT also has a
number of general supervisory powers over type I and Special
type II operators , including
being able to specify a date by which a particular Type
I operator must commence the provision of services
a requirement to approve the technical standar-ds of a
Type I operator before the commencement of services
(this includes gener-al technical standards as well as
secur i ty and inter-connection standards) ;
approval of changes to the services offer-ed by a Type I
or Special Type II operator ; and
approval of Type I operator tariffs (these are assessed
to ensure that they ar-e cost based , although it is not
entir-ely clear exactly what this means in practice).
Great influence is however exerted on the MPT by the Ministry
of International Trade and Industry (MITI) which represents
user and the government trade policy interests.IV. RESULTS OF THE NEW LAWS
Difficulties have been encountered in maintaining the scheme
due to problems in maintaining a clear distinction ' between
Type I and Type II licences.
Type I carriers are pressing to be allowed to offer type II
services without being bound by the regulations of a Type I
carrier e. g. having to obtain prior tariff approval. 
particular , NTT wishes to offer Type II services through a
subsidiary which means that new regulations will be required
to prevent cross-subsidisation.
A further blurr ing of the distinction between Type I and Type
II ser-vices may ar-ise because Type II services are likely to
be subclassified into voice and data services in order to
allow NTT to retain its tar iff restrictions on resale of
voice services. Hence , Type II entities will not be allowed
to offer- voice stor-e and for-ward systems utilising NTT leased
lines , although voice mailbox ser-vices may well be allowed to
utilise public switched networ-k services.
Thir-dly, the absence of clear ser-vice-related distinctions
beween type II activities e.g. between "r-esale of pure
transmission
, "
protocol conversion ser-vices , and " hybr- id
service" is likely to complicate greatly any effort to apply
Japanese domestic regulatory categories to Japanese
international ser-vices.
Fourthly, if the r-estr- ictions on voice resale are removed
then the effect of the necessary tar- iff changes for- NTT
services would cause price r-eductions on domestic ser-vices
thereby possibly jeopardising the plans of the new Type I
operators.
EFFECT OF THE NEW LAWS ON NTT
Ini tially, under- the new law , the whole of NTT was owned by
the Government. However the intent of the Government is to
sell up to two thirds of NTT.
NTT has largely accepted that the changes are inevitable and
has started to adapt to the new regulatory environment.To assist in this process NTT has set up  number- of separate
subsidiar ies to provide all services other than the basic
swi tched telecommunications services.
One of the major- problems to be faced by NTT is that of
tariffs , and introduction of a system of cost allocation that
will allow it to adopt a tariff structure fairly reflecting
the cost of provision of the var-ious services. Under the new
law , the arrangements for- overseeing the tar- iffs of NTT has
changed from the Diet (the Parliament) to MPT.
A review of the restructur ing of NTT is expected to take
place in 1988.SATELLITE SERVICES IN EUROPE
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THE CURRENT SITUATION AND THE WAY AHEADSATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS COVERING EUROPE
1. 1.  The EUTELSAT system
In 1970 , a special Eur-opean minister ial conference resolved
that the European Space Resear-ch Organisation (ESRO), later
to become the European Space Agency (ESA), should widen its
scope to include space telecommunications progr-ammes. As a
consequence , the Eur-opean Communications Satellite (ECS)
pr-ogramme was initiated , for the development by 1980 of a
system to provide the European Telecommunications
Administr-ations with satellite links to route international
telephone tr-affic within Europe, and the European
Broadcasting Union (EBU) with the means to expand its
EUROVISION system of TV programme exchange.
In 1977 , the Eur-opean Telecommunications Satellite
Or-ganisation (EUTELSAT) was created by agreements between
17 PTT Administrations or- Recognised Private Operating
Agencies (RPOAs) of the European Confer-ence of Postal and
Telecommunications Administr-ations (CEPT). EUTELSAT was
created in its definitive form in 1982 , out of an
intergovernmental conference held in Par is. It is governed
by two international agreements , namely the "Convention
which commits the par-ticipating states to create , manage
and develop EUTELSAT , and the "Operating Agreement" which
establishes the r-ules for the technical management of the
system.
The main purpose .of EUTELSAT is to design , develop,
construct , establish , oper-ate and maintain the space
segment of the European telecommunications satellite
system. The EUTELSAT space segment is intended mainly for-
the provision of inter-national public telecommunications
services in Eur-ope. In addition, the EUTELSAT space
segment c.an be used for telecommunications services to
satisfy the domestic requirements of the EUTELSAT member
states. At pr-esent , 26 Eur-opean countr ies ar-e member-s of
EUTELSAT
, .
each holding an investment share based on its use
of the system.
The EC Member States , Signatories to EUTELSAT and their-
r-especti ve shar-eholdings are shown in Figure 3. Fr-om
Figure . , it can be seen that the total shareholding of the
European EC Member States and non-Member- States is 79.
and 20. 1% respectively.A. SHAREHOLDING OF EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY MEMBER STATES
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I 27.8891In 1979 , an arrangement was signed between EUTELSAT and ESA
which stipulated that ESA is r-esponsible for the
procurement , launch and in-orbit maintenance of the ECS
system which provides the space segment capacity of
EUTELSAT.
The first ECS satellite , now renamed EUTELSAT I-Fl was
launched in June 1983. In 1985 , the EUTELSAT space segment
was extended to cover the operation of the international
space segment of the French TELECOM 1 satellite for
business users.
1.1.1. Review of EUTELSAT services
The ser-vices offered by the EUTELSAT system are telephony, television , and business communications.
a)  Telephony
In each EUTELSAT member state , international transi t centres in the public switches network are
connected to an earth station in the EUTELSAT
network so that par-t of the intra-European
international telephone traffic can be sent by
satelli te.
b) Television
EUTELSAT is leasing two transponder-s of the
EUTELSAT I-F2 satellite to EBU to carry television
programmes within the Eurovision network. 
addition , EUTELSAT leases space segment capacity to
a number of EUTELSATmember states for the
transmission of TV programmes to cable-TV networks.
c)  Business Communications
The EUTELSAT I-F2 satellite launched in 1984
provides space segment capacity for- digital cir-cuits via the Satellite Multiser-vice System
(SMS) tr-ansponder. Such circuits can be used for- a
wider range of intr-a-Eur-opean international
business service such as data transmission , video-
conferencing, etc. Tr-ansmission capacity for business ser-vices is also offered via the French
TELECOM 1 system which has been made available to
EUTELSAT under an agr-eement between EUTELSAT and
the French PTT Administration.A user is connected to the SMS system either- via a
Community aerial serving a given business area or-
via a dedicated aerial linked directly to the
user I s equipment. The SMS earth stations have dish diameters of 3. or- 5 m and are provided by the
national Telecommunications Administrations or
RPOAs.
Tar iffs for the use of the SMS system are fixed in
each country by the appropriate national
telecommunications authorities.
2.  The INTELSAT system
The International Telecommunications Satellite Or-ganisation (INTELSAT) was cr-eated in 1964 with the signatur-e by 11 international entities of the "inter-im" agr-eements for the
establishment of a global commercial satellite system.
INTELSAT was established in a "definite" form in 1973 with
the entering into force of two international agreements
namely, the "Agreement r-elating to the International
Telecommunications Satellite Organisation" concluded by
gover-nments (the Parties) and the "Operating Agreement r-elating to the International Telecommunications Satellite Organisation" concluded among governments or their
designated telecommunications entities (the Signatories).
The final text of these two separ-ate but related agreements
ar-e referr-ed to collectively as the "Definitive Agreements
and separ-ately as the "Agr-eement" and the "Oper-ating
Agreement" respectively.
Each member of INTELSAT holds an investment share based on
its use of the system. The revenues of the system ar-e
derived from utilisation charges and after- deduction of the operating costs , are distributed to members in proportion
to their investment share.
The states which are Signatories to INTELSAT and their
respecti ve shareholdings are shown in Figure 3. Fr-om
Figure 3 , it can be seen that the shar-eholding of EC Member-
and other Eur-opean States is 25. 2% and 3. 6% respectively. For compar- ison , the USA shareholding is 22. 5% compar-ed to a
total Western European shareholding of 28. 8%.INTELSAT I S main objective is the provision , on a commer-cial
basis , of the spacc scg.mcnt required for internalional
pubLic telecommunica lions serv ices of high qual i ty and
reliability, to be avajlable on a non-discr-iminator-y basis
to all areas of the wor Id. 'l'he INTELSA'l' space segment
established to meet the pr ime objective , may also be made
available for other domestic public telecommunications
services on a non-discr- iminatory basis , to the extent that
the ability of INTELSAT to achieve its prime objective is not impair-ed.
1.2. Review of INTELSAT services
The services offered by INTELSAT can be divided into
two categor- ies , namely, conventional services and new
services.
INTELSAT' s conventional services provide inter-national
telecommunications capacity to telecommunications
author i ties which in turn sell this capacity in the
form of telephone calls, data and telex cir-cuits
telegram facilities and satellite television channels.
These conventional services are provided using large
gateway aer ials.
INTELSAT' S new services have been introduced mainly to
increase the utilisation of the available INTELSAT
space segment and to meet the emerging market demand
for- new telecommunications ser-vices. The two most
important services in the context of satellite
telecommunications in Europe are the INTELSAT Business
Service (IBS) and the INTELNET services.
The  Intelsat Business Services  (IBS)
The IBS are high quality digital global ser-vices
which integrate ser-vices such as telex , voice
facsimile , data and video teleconfer-encing without
distinction between specific service applications.
IBS allows the utilisation of small and medium size
aer-ials on or close to the end-user location(s),
thus minjmising the dependence on the ter-restr ial
switched networks. IBS can also be used by
Signator ies for international applications or for
dedicated domestic needs.The IBS is offered globally using C and Ku band
tr-ansmissions. The earth stations used to access
the service ar-e standard INTELSA'I' ear-th stations
with dish diameters of 3. 5 m to 8 m in the Ku band
and 5 m to 30 m in the C band.
AS the IBS provides for earth stations located at
customer- premises , depending on the national
regulatory envir-onment , these earth stations can be
owned and oper-ated by the customer.
The  INTELNET  services
INTELNET are data distribution and gathering services. Wher-eas IBS integrates without
distinction voice , data , video and image , INTELNET
is restricted to data distribution (INTELNET 1) and
data collection (INTELNET II).
INTELNET is pr-esently used mainly as a data
broadcast ser-vice in which the uplink is provided
by one or- mor-e large INTELSAT standar-d stations (11
m or- 30 m) in the C Or- Ku band and the r-eception is
provided by small dish aerials , the so-called
microterminals " (0. 6-0. 8 m). The service is
provided by assigning predetermined satellite
bandwi th and power in the var ious INTELSAT coverage
ar-eas.
3.  The INMARSAT system
In 1975  the Inter-Governmental Mar i time Consul tati ve
Organisation (IMCO), a United Nations agency based in
London , r-ecognising the need for a global satellite system
for maritime communications , convened an international
conference which adopted the INMARSAT Convention and
Operating Agreement.
Twenty-six countr-ies signed the founding Convention which
states that the purpose of INMARSAT is " to make provision
for space segment necessar-y for impr-oving maritime
communications , efficiency and management of ships
mari time public corr-espondence services and r-adio-
termination capabilities " (Article 3 (1) Purpose).The INMARSAT Convention , like the INTELSAT Convention
contains a "no significant economic harm" pr-ovision which
ensures a virtual INMARSAT monopoly in the pr-ovision of
space segment capacity for commercial maritime communi-
cations (Ar-ticle 8 Other Space Segments).
The INMARSAT Organisation was formally established in 1979
wi th headquarters in London. Like INTELSAT and EUTELSAT
INMARSAT is financed by its signator ies , each signatory
contributing capital proportional to its estimated use of
the space segment. INMARSAT is a non prof i t organisation
using its revenues to cover- oper-ating costs and capital
repayments and to provide a defined return. Forty-five
countr ies are now member-s of INMARSAT including the USA and
USSR.
The EC Member- States , Western European non-Member States
and the USA Signatories to INMARSAT , together with their
respective shareholdings are shown in Figure 3. From
Figure 3 , it can be seen that the shareholdings of EC
Member States and Western European non-Member States are
27. 9% and 12. 7% r-especti vely. For compar ison , the
shareholding of the USA is 30. 7% compared to a total
Western European shareholding of 40. 6%.
1.3. Review of INMARSAT ser-vices
The INMARSAT system consists of three main components
namely the space segment , the coast ear-th st.ations and
the ship earth stations.
The space segment consists of two dedicated maritime
communications satellites (MARECS A and B leased from
ESA) and four special units called "Maritime
Communications Subsystems " (MCS), carried by four
INTEL SAT V satellites and leased fr-om INTELSAT. The
INMARSAT system covers all thr-ee ocean r-egions , with
one operational and one spare satellite/MCS payload in
each ocean region. Each MARECS satellite can support
about 60 voice channels. Each MCS leased fr-om INTELSAT
can support 30 voice channels.1.3. 1.1.
1.3. 1.2.
The Coast Earth Stations (CES) provide the interface
between the space segment and the national and
inter-na tional telecommunications networ-ks. The CES
consists of a high-powered parabolic dish of 11m - 13m
in diameter , plus the associated electr-onics. The
coast earth stations are normally owned by INMARSAT
signator ies.
The Ship Earth Stations (SES) are installed on
individual ships and ar-e owned and operated by the
INMARSAT users. The SES consists of a parabolic dish
aer ial of about 0. 9 - 1. 2m in diameter , protected by a
r-adome and actively stabilised to keep pointing at the
satellite. As of Spring 1987 , about 5 000 users were
equipped with INMARSAT ship earth stations.
Present Services
The philosophy behind the pr-esent INMARSAT
telecommunications ser-vices is to extend the land
based public telecommunications services to all
ar-eas of maritime activity. The main INMARSAT
ser-vices ar-e telephony, telex , and data.
Fully automatic dialling for telephony is normally
available fr-om ship~to-shor-e and ship-to-ship. The
international operator is normally needed for a
subscr- iber- to place a shor-e-to-ship call.
A fully automatic telex service from, to and
between ships can be tr-ansmitted over the telephone
links with data r-ates of up to 2. 4 Kbi t/s. Special circuits ar-e planned which will provide speeds of
up to 56 Kbi ts/s.
Futur-e ser-vices
The leases of the present INMARSAT space segment
will expire between 1989 and 1991 and during this
time the second gener-ation INMARSAT satellites will
be introduced. In April 1985 , INMARSAT signed a
contract with an inter-national consortium led by
Bri tish Aer-ospace to supply 3 INMARSAT II
spacecr-aft with an option for 5 more. The contract
for 3 spacecraft is worth about $ 150 million.1.3. 1.3.
British Aerospace is Lhe prime conLr-acLor for Lhis
contract but a substantial amount of the work will
be carr ied out by Hughes Aircr-aft , the pr-ovider of
the specialised communications payload. Other
sub~ conLracLors include NEC , Matra and Fokker-. Each
fNMARSAT IT satelJite carries four transponders
which could provide up to 400 two-way voice
channels.
The second generation INMARSAT satellites will
operate in the full maritime satellite bands
(1530-1544 MHz / 1626. 5-1645. 5 MHz), the distress
bands (1544-1545 MHz / 1645. 5-1646. 5 MHZ) and 2 MHz
in the lower- part of the aeronautical bands
(1545-1559 MHz / 1646. 1660.5 MHz). 
wi th the availability of extr-a frequencies
INMARSAT is anxious to introduce new services which can utilise the extra capacity. The main new
services planned using the INMARSAT system ar-e aer-onautical communications and possibly
land-mobile communications. These new ser-vices
will be excluded from the "no significant economic
har-m" provision in Article 8 of the INMARSAT
Convention.
Aeronautical services
There are some similarities in the service
r-equir-ements for mar i time and aer-onautical satelli te communications. Recognising these
similar- i ties , the 1971 Wor Id Administrative Radio.
Conference allocated adjacent fr-equency bands for
mar-itime and aeronautical mobile satellite services. Subsequently, INMARSAT included 2 MHz of
aer-onautical mobile satellite band in the INMARSAT
II satellite specifications (1645-1546 MHz and
1646. 5-1647. 5 MHz for- satellite to ear-th and earth- atelli te directions). INMARSAT plans to use
the extra bandwi th to provide aeronautical
ser-vices. The propo.sed INMARSAT aeronautical
services are voice services using high gain
air-craft earth stations and data ser-vices. The
data services would include navigation data
meteorological data and telex.
Several INMARSAT Signator- ies have announced their-
intention to build earth stations , to pr-ovide the
inter-face between the aircraft and their public
telecommunications networ-ks.1.3. 1.4. Land mobile ser-vices
For land-mobile communications , INMARSAT is
proposing the use of a small satellite terminal
called "standard-C" which has been developed for
use by small vessels such as fishing and supply
boats and pr- ivate yachts.
Standard-C is a digital , message-based communica-
tons system which can interconnect with the
international telex, teletex and packet switched
data networks , at an information rate of 600 bit/s.REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT
1.  Regulatory elements of satellite systems
From the regulatory point of view , the ITU and the national-
governments divide satellite systems into thr-ee distinct
parts , namely the
- uplink
- satellite or space segment
- downlink.
l.L The uplink
The uplink is always consider-ed a fixed point~to-point
service , and in general it is linked to the right to
transmi t a radio signal. In all countr- ies the legal
right to tr-ansmit a r-adio signal is held by the state
although in most countr- ies the gover-nment der-ogates
this right. In the European Community, terrestr- ial and
mobile transmissions are derogated to public
authori ties and RPOAs. For satellite transmission , the
derogation process has not been extensive. In Europe
exclusive rights ar-e normally held by the
Telecommunications Administr-ations. Even in the United
States the FCC allows only COMSAT to provide
inter-national satellite uplinks. In the United Kingdom
only British Telecom and Mercury ar-e allowed to
operate" a satellite link.
1.2. The space segment
The satellite , also known as the space segment , is the least r-egulated segment of the three segments of a satellite system. The geostationary satellite orbit
has a finite capacity; it is ther-efor-e a resource which
has to be used with care. Satellite systems oper-ating
in the same fr-equencies can inter-fer-e with each other
if the spacing between satellites is not adequate and
the sidelobes of the transmitting stations ar-e not
contr-olled. The ITU is the forum where pr-ovisions for
r-egulating the use of the geostationary orbit are
agreed.1. 3.
The availabli ty of space segment capacity in Europe is
governed mainly by the following factors
).)
the exclusi ve right of the gUTELSAT/IN'l'ELSAT
signator ies of the respective Oper-ating Agreements
to purchase and r-esell EUTELSAT/INTELSAT space
segment capaci ty.
2 ) the vir-tually exclusive r- ights of EUTELSAT and
INTELSAT to provide space segment capacity " to meet
the requirements of international public
telecommunications services" within their respective ser-vices as specified by Ar-ticles XVI
and XIV of their- r-espective Operating Agreements.
3 ) the ability of the European Telecommunications
Administration and RPOA signatories of EUTELSAT and
INTELSAT to utilise the space segment capacity of
these organisations to fulfil their market
objectives in Europe.
The downlink
The downlink is specified in terms of services such as
a fixed service , a br-oadcasting ser-vice , a mobile
service etc. Br-iefly, the fixed satellite service
provides bidirectional telecommunicatons signals to
known, specified fixed points. The broadcast satellite service pr-ovides unidirectional signals which are
broadcast and are directly received by the public at
many unknown points. Mobile satellite services pr-ovide
signals to receivers on the move. In most European
countr ies the downlink is not strictly regulated. For example , in France and the United Kingdom , an easily obtainable licence per-mi ts the reception of particular- satelli te .ser-vices. In Sweden and Spain , anyone can
instal and operate receive only earth stations (ROES)
for the reception of satellite transmissions.
Regulation of the uplink has given the
Telecommunications Administrations and the RPOAs
exclusive r ights over the provision of ear-th station
facilities to access the space segment.2.  )3egu).a f3 LL~~LL~)n r:_
~'!.-
rd i n9.__ ~llLL~.:...  commun ica L ions in
Europe
An over-view of the regulatory envir-onment of suppliers of
space segment capacity and operator-s of international
satellite services in the European Community is given in
Figure 4. Below , the detailed situation in each Member-
State is reviewed.
Belgium
All transmit/receive and receive only earth stations
operating to telecommunications satellites are owned
and operated by RTT on an exclusive basis. Receive
only stations for the reception of entertainment
television fr-om DBS satellites can be owned and
operated by individuals and organisations. RTT
presently envisages no change of the cur-r-ent position
in the foreseeable futur-e.
In Belgium , space segment capacity is only available
from RTT being the signator-y to INTELSAT , EUTELSAT and
INMARSAT.
Denmark
Danish law prohibits the unauthor-ised reception of
telecommunications signals. A licence could be issued
for users to install and oper-ate satellite earth
terminals on their- pr-emises , but as this is against
present P&T policy which regar-ds satellite communica-
tions as part of the P&T networ-k , such a licence is not
likely to be granted.
As a signator-y to INTELSAT and EUTELSAT , the Danish P&T
controls the availability of space segment capacity for-
telecommunications purposes in Denmar-k.
France
Exclusive r-ights for installation and operation of
transmi t/r-ecei ve and receive only earth stations for-
telecommunications are granted to the PTT. For-
enter-tainment television reception individuals and
or-ganisations can apply for a licence to install a TV
aer ial for- the reception of entertainment television.Fi gure 4
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be pennittedThe ownership and operation of earth stations for- the
reception of entertainment t.elevision is now allowed in
Ireland , after- a lar-ge number of users pur-chased and
installed such stations without the permission of the
Ministr-y of Communica tions.
As a signatory to EUTELSAT and INTELSAT , Telecom
Eireann is the only organisation in the Republic of
Ireland permitted to pur-chase space segment capacity
from these organisations.
In conclusion , Telecom Eir-eann , a state owned company,
has exclusive rights for the provision of network
services in Ir-eland. The availability of space segment
capaci ty for national and inter-national communications
is controlled by Telecom Eir-eann being a signator-y to
INTELSAT and EUTELSAT.
There is no clear policy r-egar-ding the owner-ship and
operation of tr-ansmit/receive and reveive only earth
stations for telecommunications although it seems that
individuals and organisations will be allowed to own
and operate ROES for data reception.
Ital y
Telespazio provides satellite telecommunications
ser-vices , leasing channel capacity to intercontinental
car-r ier-s such as Italcable and foreign companies via
its earth stations.
Telespazio is the sole Italian signatory to INTELSAT
and EUTELSAT and , as such , it controls the availability
of the space segment capacity from these or-ganisations
in Italy. The Telespazio exclusive r- ights in satellite
communications ensur-e that only Telespazio can operate
satellite uplinks and downlinks and the associated
earth station facilities in Italy.Luxembourg
The operation of tr-ansit/receive and receive only earth
stations is the exclusive right of the P&T. Space
segment capacity for international telecommunications
can only be purchased fr-om EU'l'ELSA'r and IN'l'ELSAT by the
P&T which is a signator-y to both organisations.
Nether lands
Transmi t/r-ecei ve and receive only earth stations are
not considered by the PTT as per ipheral equipment , but
as part of the telecommunications infrastructure. As
the policy of the PTT is to own and operate all
telecommunications infrastructure , pr i vate
organisations and individuals are not allowed to own
and operate tr-ansmit/receive and receive only ear-th
stations. The PTT' s exclusive rights over the
ownership and operation of receive only earth stations are under- review. It is expected that the PTT will
agree to install receive only earth stations at
customers pr-emises  but these stations will be owned
and oper-ated by the PTT.
The PTT represents the Government as a signator-y to
INTELSAT , EUTELSAT  and INMARSAT and , as such . it
contr-ols the availability of space segment capacity in
the Nether lands.
Portugal
The Companhia Por-tuguesa Radio Marconi (CPRM) is a
signator-y to both INTELSAT and EUTELSAT and operates
the ear-th station facilities in Portugal. CTT leases
satellite and submarine cable links from CPRM.
For the reception of enter-tainment televison , CPRM
provides licences fr-ee of charge , for users to receive satellite enter-tainment television , pr-ovided the
aer-ials to be used conform to a minimum technical
standard. For- the reception of satellite data , the
same procedure applies as for satellite entertainment
television. CPRM is prepared to obtain space segment
capaci ty and the necessary uplink licence from EUTELSATAs satellite communication ser-vices are provided by DBP
via an extensive network of earth stations , it is
unlikely that a licence would be granted by the
Ministry. DBP , as the sole signator-y from the Feder-al
Republic to INTELSAT and EUTELSAT , controls the
availability of space segment capacity in its territory.
Greece
Under the terms of the statute governing earth
stations for telecommunications are provided and
oper- a ted by OTE.
OTE views with concern the unauthor- ised installation
and use of earth stations for- the reception of
entertainment television and discussions ar-e being held
wi th the Ministry of Communications to formulate a
policy regarding the ownership and installation of
receive only earth stations.
It is possible that satellite data distribution systems
not connected to the public telephone network could be
exempted fr-om the exclusive pr-ovision by aTE , in the
same way that the local mobile telephone systems are
exempted at pr-esent.
OTE as a signatory to INTEL SAT and EUTELSAT controls
the availability of space segment capacity from these
organisations in Greece.
Ireland
Ther-e is no clear- policy regarding the ownership and
operation of satellite ear-th stations in the Republic of Ir-eland. Telecom Eir-eann held a number- of meetings
with the Ministry of Communications regarding receive
only aerials but no firm policy has emerged as yet.
Customer-s can apply to the Ministry of Communications
to own and operate earth stations. Telecom Eireann
indicated that it will look sympathetically on
applications by indi viduals/organisations to own and
operate receive only earth stations for the reception
of data.The licence is granted fr-ee of charge , as a matter of course provided the aer ial confor-ms to PTT specified
technical standards.
For data reception , a regulation is being dr-afted which
will allow individuals and organisations to receive
da ta using their own r-ecei ve only earth stations by the
granting of a licence. It is not as yet decided
whether a tax has to be paid for- the transmission of
the data , the reception of the data or both.
Regarding the space segment , only the PTT can purchase
space capacity from EUTELSAT .and INTELSAT for
international communications. In 1979 the French
Government appr-oved the development of the Telecom 1 satelli te-communications system. The system enter-ed
ser-vice in 1984 with the placing of the fir-st Telecom
communications satellite in geostationary or-bit. The
Telecom 1 system is the fir-st domestic satellite
communication system pr-oviding digital services in
metropolitan France and the overseas departments.
Access to Telecom 1 is possible via stations available
in France under- a one year lease and maintenance
contr-act or- by the day for- non-equipped sites from the
PTT.
In conclusion , the regulatory envir-onment in France is
such that only the French PTT is permitted to operate
transmit/r-eceive and receive only earth stations for
telecommunications. A bill is being drafted which will
per-mit the reception of data using r-eceive only earth
stations by obtaining a sui table licence. Space
segment capacity fr-om INTELSAT , EUTELSAT and Telecom 1
is only accessible by the PTT.
Germany
Satelli te communications uplinks and downlinks and
their- associated earthstations cannot be installed and
operated without a licence from the Ministr-y of Posts
and Telecommunications.on behalf of a user-. The user- can then install and operate a transmi tjrecei Ve earth station in consul- tation with CPRM, to operate a satellite telecommunications link.
In conclusion , Portugal has a liber-al r-egulatory environment regarding satellite communications. A user can apply for space segment capaci ty from CPRM and a licence to operate his own earth station facilities
which is gr-anted pr-ovided that the equipment meets the necessary technical standar-ds.
Spain
Telefonica is the sole operator of transmit earth
station facilities. As a signator-y to INTELSAT and EUTELSAT , Telefonica contr-ols the availability of space segment capacity in Spain. 
The r-egulator-y envir-onment in Spain permits the r-eception of satellite signals by indi viduals/organisations provided that onwar-d transmission of the infor-mation to individuals/organisations other- than the host r-eceiver- does not take place. Transmit ear-th stations can only be operated by Telefonica. The availability of space segment capacity is contr-olled by Telefonica.
United Kingdom
In 1983 , the Infor-mation Minister , in a ministerial statement , made this point
: "
The Gover-nment will keep in ........ consideration ways of introducing new
specialised services by satellite In a Minister-ial statement in July 1984 , observers believe that the Minister- expanded this point by referring to the
provision  of  significant facilities which ar-e not normally available from , or complement the facilities
provided by public telecommunications operators in the
UK"
Encouraged by the above statements , a number of or-ganisations applied to the DTI to "offer specialised business ser-vices by satelli te , without success. Therefore , it is concluded that the DTI'
inter-pretation of the 1984 Telecommunications Act and
the Minister-ial Statements is that only Br-itish Telecom and Mercury are per-mitted to oper-ate transmitting ear-th stations , irrespective of dish size.The same applies to r-eceive only earth stations (ROES)
for data reception , although it is expected that this
r-estr- lction could be soon removed by DTl , thus paving
the way for- the pr- i vate ownership and operation of ROES
for enter-tainment television , by obtaining a SMATY licence from the DTI. Because of the practical
difficulty of handling the licensing of the
increasingly large number of TYROs 1 the Government may soon allow small dish television reception without a
licence.
Regarding the space segment , only Br i tish Telecom and
Mercury can purchase capacity from EUTELSAT and
INTELSAT. Besides the Br- i tish Telecom share in the
UNISAT project , neither of the two operator-s seems to
be inter-ested in building their own satellite system.
A number- of organisations which have expressed an
interest in operating European s.atelli te systems are
not being encour-aged.
In conclusion , the r-egulatory envir-onment in the United Kingdom is such that only British Telecom and Mer-cury
are per-mitted to operate tr-ansmit/receive and
r-eceive-only earth stations. This situation will be
reviewed in 1990 although it is expected that DTI may
soon allow the private ownership and operation of ROES
for data reception. In addition , only British Telecom and Mercur-y can purchase space segment capacity from
INTELSAT and EUTELSAT for national and international
communications.
The r-egulation of satellite ser-vices in the United States
The United States has , for a long period of time , adopted a policy of deregulation of satellite ser-vices. However-
wi thin the US, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has not particularly viewed satellites as something special
but has applied the same regulatory policy to satellites as
it has to other- par-ts of the telecommunications market.
In 1970 , the FCC made its fir-st satellite ruling when it authorised the pr-ivate ownership and operation of satelli tes to pr-ovide domestic ser-vices. As a direct
r-esult of this ruling, in 1974 , the Wester-n Telegraph
Company became the first private owner of a satellite in
the USA.In 1979 , the FCC removed the need for licensing receive only satell i le sta lions. This decision, coupled wi th the fact that simple resale is permitted in the USA , has spurred the mar-ket for small receive only earth stations
used to receive TV services for domestic use or for Cable
TV distr-ibution. It has also allowed the business use of
so called VSAT equipment (microterminals - Very Small
Aperture Terminals , see Table 4) for which a very large
market has been predicted by some market analysts.
Finally, the most r-ecent decision of significance in this ar-ea was in 1982 when DBS (Direct Broadcasting by Satellite) ser-vice was author-ised.
The success of the policy ~f "open skies" in the USA can
be judged from the need (in 1983) to r-edlJce or-bital spacing for domestic satelli tes and fr-om the number- 
applications to pr-ovide domestic services (for example in
1985, the FCC author- ised 23 domestic fixed satellites).FU' UHE SA'l'ELLl'l'E COMMUNICA'1'10NS SYS'l'EMS COVERING EUHOPE
A number of satellite communications systems are being planned
or implemented in Europe at present. These are summarised in
Figure 5. EUTELSAT is developing its second generation satellites (EUTELSAT-II) which could requir-e an investment of
about $400 million. In April 1986 , EUTELSAT signed a contract
with AEROSPATIALE worth $225 million for three EUTELSAT-II satelli tes for delivery in mid-1989 i options were placed for a further 5 satellites.
The EUTELSAT-II system is designed to provide business
services , telephony and TV programme distribution to cable
networks and small dish aer-ials in Europe.
In par-allel , a number of European countries support the
development by their r-espective industr ies and the utilisation of national communications satellites systems , such as the French Telecom I , Germany I s DFS-Kopernikus and Italy IS Italsat.
In addition , a number of private companies in Eur-ope are tr-ying to enter- the satellite communications mar-keto In the United States , sever-al companies have applied to provide transatlantic satelli te links to Europe.
Ther-e ar-e at least four applicants in the United States wishing
to pr-ovide telecommunications services between the United
States and Europe , namely PanAmSat , Orion Finansat and
International Satellite. These applications have been str-ongly opposed by INTELSAT on the basis that the proposed systems will
inflict significant economic harm upon INTELSAT and would have
a consider-able impact on INTELSAT user char-ges for- inter-national telephone and telegraph ser-vices.
In Europe , there ar-e three groups implementing or planning
pr i vate communications and television broadcasting satellite
systems , the Societe Europeenne des Satellites (SES) and Atlantic Satellites Ltdi these ar-e in addition to the purely
DBS vehicles TDF-l , TV-SAT and BSB (France, Germany and U.  r-espectively) .Fi gure 5
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The SES system is planning to br-oadcast pan-European television
using its ASTRA medium power- satellites. The first ASTRA
satelli te is curr-ently scheduled for launch in Febr-uar-y 1988.
The pr-oject is supported by the Luxembourg Government.
Luxembourg has filed with the International Frequency
Registr-ation Boar-d (IFRB) to obtain three orbital positions and appropriate frequencies wi th a footpr int cover ing Europe.
A number- of large Eur-opean commercial interests have invested
in the SES par-ent company, including Thames Television , the
largest UK commercial TV company. EUTELSAT is invoking Article
XVI of its Convention for- co-or-dination of the ASTRA system , by
claiming that the SES will cause EUTELSAT significant economic
harm.
The Atlantic Satellite Ltd , a pr-ivate company based in Ireland
with major US investment , is pr-oposing to pr-ovide DBS televison ser-vice to the Ir ish and UK mar-kets and pr- i vate fixed satellite
services in Eur-ope , and possibly between Europe and the USA.
Dishes as small as 0. 3-0. 45 m can be used in the UK to receive
the Atlantic Satellite DBS tr-ansmissions. The fixed satellite ser-vices payload is designed to be used for pr-ivate business
communications using small dish aer- ials and VSATs.
In conclusion , a number of pr i vate companies , some backed by powerful investment inter-ests , ar-e challenging the exclusive r-ights of INTELSAT and EUTELSAT in the pr-ovision of space
segment capacity for television and specialised satellite
services.101
SATELLITE SERVICES SUITABLE FOR THE EUROPE~N GEOGRAPHY AND
TELECOMMUNICATIONS ENVIRONMENT
European geography, with relatively small distances between
major centres of population , is not a natural candidate for the extensive application of sate IIi te communications. In the post-war years , the European Telecommunications Administrations
have installed a comprehensive terrestrial communications
network. In addition , the Administrations are modernising and
extending their network using digital technology. These '
~.,.
developments may make utilisation of satellite for trunk .
communications uneconomical both nationally and internationally
in Eur-ope.
The main advantages of satellite over the present nar-row band analogue terr-estr- ial networ-ks , namely wide band-width an~ide coverage, make satellites particularly sui table for
mul tipoint data distr ibution and collection;
wideband services such as videoconfer-encing;
low data rate communications with mobiles.
Multipoint data distribution and collection at data rates below
64 kbit/s can be achieved effectively using a central medium
siz.e hub-station (+ 10 m diameter- dish and very small aper-ture ter-minals (VSATs) with dish diameters of about one metre and
costing less than ECU 5 000.
The rapid digi tisation of the European terrestr ial networ-k and the availability of ISDN ser-vice in most Eur-opean centr-es of population by 1990 makes satellite usage for wideband services
both selective and tempor-ary. Satellite wideband services can
be introduced to areas with a need for such services
, in advance of the introduction of wideband ISDN services.
The mar-ket for mobile communications is growing fast in Eur-ope. A pan-Eur-opean cellular- digital mobile communications system
will be introduced in 1991 to end the present incompatibility
of the national systems. Satellites , together with terrestrial systems , could pr-ovide pan-European slow data rate communications (up to 4. 8 kbit/s) for mobiles , in advance of the introduction of the pan-European mobile system.102
In addiLion , communicaUon satellites couJd be used as a
tempor-ar-y aid lo complement and assist the development of the
ter-restrial infrastructure in Eur-ope , especially in the
per ipheral countr ies. The availability of terrestr ial circuits to a user- is limited by the availability of the appropriate
telecommunications infrastructure and spare telecommunications
capaci ty wi thin this infr-astr-ucture. Assuming that space
segment capacity is available  satellites can be used to
supplement the present telecommunications infrastructure 
follows
temporary telecommunications for special events  such as
the Olympic Games and national disasters, where sui table terrestr-ial circuits are not available
telecommunications for thin traffic routes  such as remote
villages , until such time as the traffic builds up to
justify the permanent provision .of terr-estr ial circuits of
sui table capacity
di ver-s i ty pr-otection of telecommunications routes , wher-e
the terrestrial telecommunications infrastructure is
limited to such an extent that r-oute diversity can only be
provided by a satellite link.
The . Eur-opean Administrations are aware that satellites can be
deployed in Eur-ope to complement the terrestrial networks and
assist in the modernisation and extension of the terrestrial
telecommunications infrastructur-e. Therefore the
Administrations should be encouraged to use satellites more
extensively to provide cost effective communications for-
temporary telecommunications  telecommunications to thin
traff ic routes and possibly for di versi ty protection of routes.103
TECHNICAL AND MARKET DEVELOPMENTS IN SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS IN EUB9P ANP_L~. _Q.N.r:rED STATES
Telecommunications satell i tes were or- iginally deployed in Europe to pr-ovide tr-unk telephony circuits via lar-ge gateway ear-th stations. However- , exper- ience in the international
intra-European telecommunications market has shown that
conventional telephony and point-to-point low speed data (up to 6 kbit/s), can be car-r- ied more economically by terrestrial
rather than satellite circuits. Specialised Satellite Services
(SSS), on the other hand , a term used to denote those ser,;ces which ar-e provided between r-elatively small earth stations (up to 7 m dish diameter) and which do not fall within the
categor ies of normal international public telecommunications
ser-vice and direct br-oadcasting, have promised to open a new potential mar-ket in Europe. Both INTELSAT and EUTELSAT
r-esponded with the provision of the IBS/INTELNET and SMS 
services respectively. In Europe , most Administrations have
installed one or more SMS ear-th stations to access the EUTELSAT Satelli te Multiservice System. However , the response from the
market has been disappointing, the SMS transponder is hardly
filled and the established SMS earth stations remain
underutilised.
There ar-e a number of reasons why the specialised satellite
services have not attr-acted the number of customers which the Administr-ations anticipated. The services wer-e introduced late and there was not sufficient mar-keting co-ordination between the Eur-opean Adminisfr-ations. Administr-ations which intr-oduced the service in reasonable time , could not offer the wide
international coverage necessary to gather a cr-itical mass of customers to make the service viable.
In addition , the earth stations developed for the SMS service
although they make efficient use of the space segment capacity,
are so expensive that few customers have the traffic volume to
justify the installation of a SMS station on their- premises.  spread the earth stations costs , the Administrations have
responded by setting up community ear-th stations. These earth stations r-equir-e the provision of local tails from the user
premises to the ear-th station. In general , the provision of local tails has been slow and relatively expensive for users
with moderate tr-affic volumes. Therefor-e , the r-elatively expensi ve ground segment , coupled with the difficulties of
obtaining local tails , has further discouraged the development
of the specialised satellite services in Eur-ope.104
Recently, the Administr-ations recognised the prob1emareas
described above and gr-eater co-operation between the various
uropean Telecommunications Administrations is taking place in
the marketing and provision of SMS services. Therefore it is
expected that the expectations of users with medium to high
traffic volumes with data r-ates of 64 kbit/s and above can be
satisfied by the SMS and IBS/INTELSAT services offered by the
Administration.
In th~ United States a number of large corporate users , in an
effor-t to obtain greater- networ-k flexibility coupled with lower
operating costs and fixed long-term costs , have adopted
micro-terminals (very small apertur-e terminals - VSAT) to set
up private satellite networks.
VSAT systems oper-ate in a star- network configuration , offer-ing
unidirectional or bidir-ectional low data-rate (2. 4-64 kbi t/s)
between a r-elatively large centr-al hub earth station (Hub) and
a large number of VSATs located at user premises.
In the ani ted states , receive only VSATs with dish diametecs of
about 0. 6 m have been available for 8 number of years.
Transmit/receive VSATs with dish diameter of 1. 2-1. 8 m have
become available more r-ecently.
Intr insically, VSATs have poor discrimination and besides
contr-olling the radiated power , sophisticated modulation and
coding techniques are used to reduce interference to other
systems to acceptable levels. In addition , in order to
maximise the use of the space segment resour-ce , the data r-ates
transmi tted fr-om the VSAT have to be kept as low as possible.
As there are no such constraints in the transmission from the
large hub station , in general , the data rates tr-ansmitted by
the VSAT ar-e much lower than the ones received (asymmetr ic
operation) .
A VSAT system usually contains a mixture of receive-only and
transmi t/recei ve terminals. In the United States , larger VSATs
systems have been successfully used in the following cases105
packet switching point-to-multipoint satelli te networks to distr- ibute databases to micro-mini computer-s in a large
number of widely dispersed remote sites whi Ie retaining centr-al database contr-ol. Such networ-ks ar-e being used by commercial database distr ibutor-s such as news services , to
provide news bulletins , weather repor-ts, currency exchange rates , share pr ices , commodity pr ices, etc. Other
applications include broadcasting of payroll and updating
product line information to br-anch offices of major- corporations
networks operating at relatively low data rates (up to
64 kbi tis where requirements for the transmitting and the
receiving data rates ar-e unequal (asymmetric). Such networks ar-e being used for applications such as r-emote database sear-ching where the inquiry data transmission
requirements are much smaller than those for the r-e~~onse data. Other- applications include credit card transactions
and electronic fund transfer at the point of sale.
VSAT networks are nor-mally run by common car-r- ier-s and satellite
system oper-ator-s. In gener-al , the VSAT system oper-ator-
provides the central hub station and the associated RF and
baseband equipment at a central location near a major- city.
The customer buys or leases the r-equired number of VSATs fr-om
the system oper-ator- and pays a monthly charge for each terminal. This monthly charge includes the cost of the
terrestrial line to the hub station , the utilisation of the hub
station and the cost of the space segment capacity.
It appears that the development patter-n of VSAT networ-ks in the
Uni ted States is being cepeated in other countr ies although at
a slower , more measured pace. The availability of transponder
capaci ty at attr-acti ve rates from inter-national , r-egional and
domestic satellite system operators is stimulating the use of
VSAT networ-ks in countries where a liberal telecommunications regulatory envir-onment exists. For- example , INTELSAT is
promoting VSAT networ-ks by offer ing very attractive transponder
capaci ty lease rates for- its spr-ead spectr-um INTELNET I and 1/2 r-ate coded INTELNET II services. In Mexico , a new low data
rate broadcast service at C-band called INFOSAT has recently
been intr-oduced. In addition , a high capacity two way data
ser-vice in the Ku-band will be introduced in 1988. The
Australian Associated Press has set up a receive-only VSAT network covering Austr-alia and the addition of transmit/receive
VSATs is planned in the future.106
In conclusion , the EUTELSAT SMS and the INTELSAT IBS services
operated by the Administrations , can satisfy the demand for digital point-to-point and point-to-multipoint requirements of companies with relatively high volumes of traffic at data rates
above 64 kbi t/s.
A lar-ge number of companies with a requirement for point-to-multipoint broadcasting, and/or- interactive data services , find the cost of the utilisation charges of the
EUTELSAT SMS and INTELSAT IBS services uneconomical. These companies are looking at the VSAT networks to satisfy their
requirements in a cost~effective way. The Administrations are responding by developing national VSAT services but
unfortunately at a relatively slow pace. There is a demand for the establishment of pan-European VSAT systems. POLYCOMt a Fr-ench company par-tly owned by F'C&R , is setting up a VSAT system, but high space segment charges and regulatory pr-oblems outside France , make the success of the system still uncertain.107
ADJUSTMENT OF REGULATORY CONDITIONS TO IMPROVE SATELLITE
COMMUNICATIONS IN EUROPE
The INTEL SAT Convention stated that anyone wi thin the jur-isdiction of a Signatory, who wishes to establish a separate system providing international public telecommunications ser-vices , must first consult with INTELSAT' s Assembly of Parties. This consultation ensur-es technical compatibility wi th INTELSAT , and avoids "significant economic harm" to the global system of INTELSAT. (Ar-ticle XIV Rights and Obligation
of the Members 1 INTELSAT Convention).
INTELSAT has grown to own over- 16 satellites  carrying two thir-ds of the world' s inter-national telephone traffic , and virtually all transoceanic television. However , INTEL SAT  being challenged by the introduction of high-capacity long distance fibre optic submarine cables , and a number of private
companies planning to establish transatlantic satellite
systems. The United States Government seems to treat the establishment of these pr ivate sytems favourably, considering
them as an extension of its domestic policy on deregulation.
EUTELSAT , an organisation conceived to provide mainly trunk
telephone circuits by satelli te , is tur-ning more and mor-e to TV distr-ibution to obtain revenues. However- , EUTELSAT's virtual monopoly in this ar-ea may be challenged to some extent by th,:'! ASTRA dir-ect broadcast satellite system being established by
SES of Luxembour-g. Both INTELSAT and EUTELSAT are looking for
new business services to utilise their capacity more pr-ofi tably and to face competition. INTEL SAT has introduced a number of
specialised satellite services using small aer- ials and VSATs. EUTELSAT has dedicated one transponder for the specialised
satelli te services which can be accessed using small SMS aerials.
The commercial pressure for separate systems to compete with
both INTELSAT and EUTELSAT 1 will continue to grow as the move for competition at world level gains momentum. It is recognised that INTELSAT and EUTELSAT both have commercial and
public service goals to fulfil. Both organisations average
their charges over heavy and thin routes alike and they have no
direct access to the end user mar-ket place. However , both organisations are facing com~~ti tion and have to accelerate the
use of advanced technology to increase their competitiveness
take an imaginative approach to the marketing of their
services and continue to improve their strategies of
operational and financial planning.108
With the financial and technical resources that both
organisations have established over many years of operations
there is no reason why they could not compete successfully with
any separate systems that might be established.
In Europe , most Administr-ations , as the sole operators of
specialised satellite services , choose to offer the EUTELSAT
SMS services , r-ather than the INTELSAT IBS/INTELNET service for
intra-European international business communications.
In order to realise the full potential of communications
satellites , as a complement to the present terrestrial
networks , and as an aid to the rapid development of the digital
terrestrial networks, the virtual monopoly in the provision of
specialised satellite services could be selectively r-elaxed.
In general , individuals and organisations could be permitted to
own and operate low data r-ate (below 64 kbit/s) private .closed
satelli te networ-ks in Europe , irr-especti ve of the uplink and
downlink location.
In order to achieve this , a number of regulatory conditions
would have to be reviewed and modified.
Tight regulation in the operation and ownership of satellite
uplinks is based on the real need to minimise the interference
caused by a transmitting earth station to other satellite and
terrestrial systems. Earth station dish sizes ar-e
progressively reduced from the 30 metre Type A INTELSAT
antennae to the less than 2 metre micro-terminal VSAT
tr-ansmit/receive antennae. As the aerial size decr-eases , its
discrimination ability rapidly decreases and its interference
potential greatly incr-eases.
Licensing procedur-es could be devised to ensur-e that uplinks do
not cause unacceptable interfer-ence to other systems. For-
example , str- ict standar-ds regarding tr-ansmi t power , sidelobe
performance , pointing accuracy, frequency stability and other
parameters, could be applied to tr-ansmi t earth stations. The
CCIR already sets forth the Reference Radiation Diagram in the
Recommendation 465-1 for aerials greater than 100 wavelengths
in diameter , as a guideline for co-ordination calculation.109"
Ownership of rec.eive only and r-eceive/transmit earth stations,
and operation of the associated uplinks and downlinks , for the
tr-ansmission and reception of low-speed data (below 64 Kbit/s)
could be permitted. Of course , the installations of such
stations would have to satisfy the appropriate national safety
and environmental protection standards. To ensure that such stations ar-e not used to receive unauthorised signals , a r-egistration and inspection procedure could be set up in each
Member S ta te .
The INTELSAT and EUTELSAT Agreements specify that applications
for appr-oval of earth stations to access their respective space
segments , and applications for allotment of space segment
capacity, may be submitted only by Signatories.
Therefore , in pr-actice , the INTELSAT and EUTELSAT Signatories
control the availability and cost of space segment capacity in their respective terr i tor ies.
One simple way to ensure that the INTELSAT and EUTELSAT space
segment is more widely available in Europe would be to commit
Signator ies to these organisations to submit applications for
ear-th station appr-oval and allotment of space capacity on
behalf of third parties in their territory, in certain cases.
This simple measure could increase the availability of space
segment capacity and introduce in particular space segment
capacity for the establishment of low-data rate private
networ-ks in Europe.
An additional , more complex step to ensure more flexibility in
the availability of space segment capacity could be to permit
other- satellite systems besides EUTELSAT and INTELSAT to be
established in Europe , given cur-r-ent developments. This matter
will urgently require the wor-king out of a common position of
the Community and the Member States. In this context , a common interpretation of the "economic harm" provisions contained in
Articles XIV and XVI of the INTELSAT and EUTELSAT Conventions
as regards their impact on satellite communications in the
Communi ty will be required.110
Micro~terminal (VSAT) systems are intrinsically low data rate
asymmetr ic systems. Data rates from the hub station to the
VSATs are normally less than 64 Kbi t/s. Data rates from the
VSATs to the hub stations are much lower than 64Kbit/s. The
EUTELSAT SMS system is designed to operate at multiple rates of
64 Kbi t/s, and therefore the VSAT market is different from the
SMS market. Hence , very little migration of customers from the
SMS services to the VSAT systems is envisaged.
Most major European Administrations are developing and testing
VSAT networks. Therefore , they are in a good commercial
position to compete with any private operator entering the
VSATs market.
In addition , the early development of a low data rate market in
Europe will provide a mature market in the 1990s which can be
exploi ted by the Administrations as cheaper ISDN services are
intr-oduced in Europe.
European businesses and particularly those in the service
sectors would benefit from more choice and f lexibili ty, wider
service areas and lower prices for their low-data rate
communications needs. The availability of cheap and accessible
pan-European communication will encourage more small and
medium-sized companies to expand their operations wi thin the
Community, thus helping in the creation of a truly common
market in the Community.
Finally, the over-all effect of these changes on the European
space industry will be positive. The European space industry
would benefit from the demand for hub-stations and
microterminal VSAT equipment. A number of small high
technology European companies are developing competitive VSAT
products and could expand their production to satisfy the
demand for VSAT equipment.
In conclusion , regulatory changes should be considered to
permi t 
the private ownership and oper-ation of receive-only terminal earth stations
the private ownership and operation of receive/transmit
very small aperture (micro) terminals (VSAT) ;
the private ownership and op~ration of uplink hub earth
stations in certain cases
direct access to space segment capacity in certain cases.APPENDIX 3
THE EUROPEAN CONFERENCE OF POSTAL AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS
ADMINISTRATIONS (CEPT) : MECHANISMS AND CO-OPERATION
WITH THE COMMUNITYIII
CEPT - European Conference of Post and Telecommunications
Administrations
Structur-e
CEPT was founded on 26 June 1959 in Montreux (Switzerland).
It is open to all Eur-opean Postal and Telecommunications
Administrations. It now compr ises 26 European countr ies 
all the Member States of the European Community and of EFTA
together with amongst others Turkey and Yugoslavia.
CEPT regulations ar-e set out in the founding Act of the
Conference. Only the most essental points are la id down , in
line with the desire of the organisers to retain maximum flexibili ty. It is stipulated in the Act that only European
Postal and Telegraph Administr-ations belonging to member-
countr ies of the Universal Postal Union (UPU) and/or the
International Telecommunications Union can be members of
CEPT.
CEPT is independent of all political and economic
organisations and carr- ies out its activities along the lines
laid down in the Univer-sal Postal Convention and the
Inter-national Telecommunications Convention.
Since 1969 , CEPT has been a conditional member of the UPU.
This status permits CEPT to participate as a single unit in
the var- ious meetings of the UPU. This conditional
membership applies only to the postal activities of CEPT.112
Objectives
The essential aim of the Conference is the development of
relations between member Administrations and the
har-monisation and practical improvement of their
administrative services and techniques.
Its tasks  are  as follows
the accomplishment of work and development of services
of common interest
exchange of information and officials 
study of questions concerning the organisation
technical aspects and functions of services i
simplification and improvement of postal services and
telecommunications
common examination of proposals presented to the
congress and confer-ences of the international postal and
telecommunications organisations.
Organisation
The Plenary Assembly is the supr-eme body of CEPT. It deals
with questions concerning the structure and management of the
organisation and is competent in all questions related to
posts and telecommunications, especially those elements
common to both.
The Plenary Assembly meets periodically, gener-ally every two
year-s for  an Ordinary Session. It can also meet for- an
Extr-aordinary Session subject to the agreement of two thirds
of its members.
In the course of plenary sessions , the Conference nominates
the Administration to organise the following Ordinary Session. This Administration is known as the Managing
Administration , and takes Over the pr-esidency and secretar-ial
duties as of the end of the current termA It prepar-es the
following session and guarantees the Conference' s continuing
work in between sessions. 
Since 1 July 1985 , the Danish Posts and Telegr-aph
Administration has performed this role , and is prepar ing the
next Plenary Assembly in 1987.The Managing Administration is assisted in its task by a
per-manent secr-etar ial staff , situated in Ber-n , called the
Liaison Office.
Two different commissions deal with posts and
telecommunications.
These organisations have special responsibility for questions
concerning service provision, technical aspects and tariffs.
The vast domain covered by these two commissions has given
rise to the appointment of numerous committees and study
groups to study specific topics.
The committees of the Telecommunications Commission are as
follows
Co-or-dination Committee for- Satellite Telecommunications
( CCTS ) 
Co-ordination Committee on Harmonisation (CCH) i
Commer-cial Action Committee (CAC) i
Liaison Committee for- Tr-ansatlantic Telecommunications
(CLTA) i
The complete organisation (committees and study groups) of
the Telecommunications Commission is given in  Figure 6.
Relations between CEPT and the Community
A Memorandum of understanding establishing  fr-amework of
co-operation between the Community and CEPT was signed in
July 1984.C
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The basic idea of the agr-eement is that CEPT annual working
programmes and the relevanL decisions regarding prior-ities
and schedules should take into account the particular
requirements of the Commission , assisted by the Senior
Officials Group  bn  Telecommunications (SOG-T) ,
The basic aims of this co-operation are to :
adopt a common interpretation of international
standards
allow the same or compatible ser-vices on an
internat ional basis
The following subjects have been included in the agreed
programme
Terminals and user interfaces, r-elating to the Council
Directive on the mutual recognition of type approval
(86/361/EEC) ;
ISDN (narrowband) networks and services , in line with
the Council' s recent Recommendation in this area
(86/659/EEC)
IBC networks and services , relating to the RACE
programme
Mobile Communications , in line with the Commission I
proposed Recommendation and Directive
In line with the CEPT-Commission agreement , working
pr-ogr-ammes of CEPT regarding standardisation have been agreed
since 1985 with the Commission and with EFTA , with which the
CEPT has reached a similar agreement.
CEPT specifications have the status of recommendations which
are not mandatory for Telecommunications Administrations or
any other bodies.115
The CEPT decided on request of the Commission to study the
possibility of working out a "family" of specifications which
could be made binding on its member-s. These are known as NETs
(Normes Europeennes des Telecommunications). TO reach this
goal , a Memorandum of Under-standing has been prepared , to
bind the signatory countries to compulsory acceptance of the
specifications in particular- to be used for- the type approval
of telecommunications terminals.
By February 1987 , 15 countr ies had signed this memorandum
namely the 12 EEC Member States , Sweden , Finland and Norway.
This memorandum has resulted in the cr-eation of a new body,
the Technical Recommendations Application Committee (TRAC),
wi th the task of determining a list of NETs to be wor-ked out
on a basis of unanimity, and to adopt , under- a qualified
major ity system, the final decision to transform and publish
as a NET , the wor-k carr ied out by CEPT technical groups and
approved as a r-ecommendation by the Telecommunications
Commission. (see Figure  7).
In October- , TRAC put forw.ard the first list of potential
NETs , to be pr-epared for June 1987.
NETs can be subdivided into thr-ee categories
generally valid for- all equipment (administr-ative
security norms , etc.
valid for certain types of equipment (interfaces between
ter-minals and networks)
specifically valid for particular types of terminals
(teletex , facsimile , etc.
The NETs will not contain any clauses which may r-estr ict
competition. They will be subject to public debate.
In addition , an agr-eement has been reached between CEP'l' , CEN
and CENELEC to avoid over lap in the wor-k of the thr-ee bodies
which might other-wise occur given the incr-easingly indistinct
boundary line which exists between telecommunications and
information technology.Figure 7
Conversion of technical. CEPT..specifications to NETS
(Normes Europeennes des Telecommunications)
All C.l':PT AdministraLions Signator ios of the MOU on NETs
COM-T working
programme
TRAC
selection of those
specifications from the
working programme to be NET
candidates
unanimity
CCH
working
groups
preparation of
draft recommendations
, List of
NET candidates
draft
recommendations
worldwide consultation
procedure of NET candidates
draft
recommendations
COM-T adoption
CEPT
recommendations
. TRAC
which parts or options
shall be converted to
NET
qualified majority
CEPT Administrations MOU signatories EC-Commission
voluntary application
of recommendations
compulsory application
of NETS
consideration
and publicationAPPENDIX 4
INTERNATIONAL TELECOMl'1YNJCA~ION~ Uf\jJON (ITU)
IMPACT ON THE REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT OF THE COMMUNITY116
INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS UNION (ITU): Impact on the
Regulatory Environment of the Community
Structure and objective
Telecommunications , by nature , r-equire international co~operation.
The most important body which carr- ies out this co-oper-ation
worldwide is the International Telecommunications Union (ITU).
The ITU is an intergovernmental organisation , acting as an agency
of the United Nations. The number- of member countr- ies cur-rently
stands at 159.
The basic text governing its activities is the "International
Telecommunications Convention , which outlines the major purposes
of the Union
to maintain and extend international co-operation for the
improvement and rational use of telecommunications of all
kinds;
to promote the development of technical facilities and
their- most efficient operation with a view to improving the
efficiency of telecommunication services, increasing their
usefulness and making them , so far as possible , generally
available to the public;
to harmonise the actions of nations in the attainment of
those ends.
Structurally, the Union comprises the following organs:
The Plenipotentiary Conference
The administrative conferences
The Administrative Council
The per-manent organs of the Union , which are:
General Secretar iat;
Inter-national Fr-equency Registration Board (IFRB);
International Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR);
Inter-national Telegraph and Telephone Consultative
Committee (CCITT).117
The results of the ITU' s work and its bodies are laid down in
three sets of documents:
the Convention , a sort of constitution of the Union , which
specif ies the internal or-ganisation and sets forth general principles gover-ning telecommunications. It is dr-awn up at
the Plenipotentiary Conferences.
Administrative Regulations which supplement the Convention
and are fr-amed at Wor-ld Administr-ative Confer-ences convened by the ITU. These r-egulations contain detailed provisions
applying to telecommunications the Telegraph
Regulations , the Telephone Regulations, the Radio
Regulations ~ and Additional Radio Regulations.
r-ecommendations of the International Consultative
Commi ttees which ar-e pr-oduced by telecommunication exper-ts
and pr-ovide guidance on oper-ational methods and techniques
to use (See Section 3).
Organisation
The Plenipotentiary Conference , the supr-eme organ of the
ITU is responsible for laying down the basic policy of the
organisation. It is composed of delegations r-epr-esenting
the Members of the Union and normally meets once ever-y five
year-s.
The Administrative Con(erences , are generally convened to
consider- specific telecommunications matters. They are of two types
world administrative confer-ences (WATTC) and WARC)
r-egional administr-ati ve confer-ences.
World administr-ative conferences ar-e competent , in particular , to undertake par-tial or complete revision of
the Administrative Regulations. Regional administrative
conferences can only discuss specific telecommunications
matters of a regional nature.
The Administr-ati ve Council of the ITU is made up of 41
Members of the Union elected by the Plenipotentiary
Conference. It meets annually and is responsible for
taking all steps to facilitate the implementation by the
Member-s of the Union of the pr-ovisions of the Convention;
the Administr-ative Regulations , the decisions of the Plenipotentiary Confer-ence i and wher-e appropriate , the
decisions of other- confer-ences and meetings of the Union.
It ensur-es the efficient co-ordination of the work of the
Union , par-ticular-ly fr-om the administrative and financial
points of view.118
The Gener-al Secr-etar iat is directed by a Secretar-y-General
assisted by one Deputy Secretary-General.
The Secretary-Gener-al is responsible to the Administr-ative
Council for the whole of the administrative and financial
side of the Union I s wor-k and acts as the legal
representative of the Union. The General Secretariat is
responsible for- the administration of the Union; the
publication of administr-ative regulations and other ITU
documents , and the implementation of technical co-operation
programmes within the framework of the United Nations
Development progr-amme (UNDP).
The International Frequency Registration Board (IFRB)
composed of five board memb~rs and assisted by a
specialised secretar-iat. The board members act as
custodians of inter-national agreements , co-ordinating
international use of the radio spectrum, to avoid incorrect
utilisation by the Administrations.
The Inter-national Telephone and Telegr-aph Consultative
Committee (CCITT ) and the  Inter-national Radio Consultative
Committee (CCIR ) study and issue recommendations on
technical and operating questions r-elating to radio
communications (CCIR) and telegraphy and telephony (CCITT).
Par-ticipation in the work of the CCIs is open to all
Member-s of the union as well as to private
telecommunication operating agencies , scientific and
industr ial organisations and international organisations
which satisfy cer-tain conditions.
About 50 RPOAs (Recognised Private telecommunications
Operating Agencies) and 150 other commercial and academic
bodies co-operate in the work of CCITT.
Each of the CCIs holds a Plenary Assembly every few years.
The Plenary Assembly draws up a list of technical subjects
questions , relating to telecommunications , the study of
which should lead to impr-ovements in r-adio communications
or- in the telegraph and telephone service , particularly in
international relations. These questions .are then referred
to a number of study Groups composed of experts from
different countries (see below).
The study Groups draw up r-ecommendations , which are
submi tted to the next Plenary Assembly. If the Assembly
adopts the recommendations , they are published in what are
known as the CCI Books
, .
which are disseminated by the
Union.119
Main Implications of ITU recommendations for the Communi 
The present Telegraph Regulations and Telephone Regulations
retain only general pr-ovisions , all questions of detail
(essential nonetheless , for the efficient operation of
international communications) being dealt with by CCITT
recommendations. This means that the elaborated guidelines
ar-e not mandatory but they have important implications in
the field of
international standardisation
frequency allocation
accounting pr-actices and pr-inciples between
Telecommunications Administra lions.
International .standardisation
Under the Nairobi Convention of 1982 , CCITT and CCIR are
enti tIed to formulate recommendations that are in effect
standards.
The work done by CCITT and CCIR in the domain of
inter-national standar-disation is extr-emely impor-tant and
influential for Telecommunications Administrations , being
the result of br-oad consensus between countr- ies , even if
the standards are not binding.
Standar-ds ar-e elabor-ated in the Working Gr-oups which
prepare a dr-aft r-ecommendation to be examined by the
Plenary sessions; to become a CCITT/CCIR recommendation
unanimous approval is necessar-y.
The items actually covered by the working programme of
CCITT can be extracted from the list of Study Groups which
is given below:Table 1
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Table 1 - CCITT Study Groups 1985 - 1988
III
VII
VII I -
XII
XVI I -
XVIII
Definition, operation and quality of service aspects of
telegraph , data transmission and telematic services
(facsimile , teletex, videotex , et~)
Operation of telephone network and ISDN
Gener-al tar-iff principles including accounting
Tr-ansmission maintenance of international lines circui ts and chains of cir-cui ts ; maintenance of
automatic and semi~automatic networks
Protection against dangers and disturbances of
electro-magnetic or ig in
Outside plant
Data communication networ-ks
Ter-minal equipment for telematic ser-vices (facsimile teletex , videotex, etc)
Telegr-aph networks and ter-minal equipment
Languages and methods for telecommunications
applications
ISDN and telephone network switching and signalling
Tr-ansmission per-formance of telephone networks and terminals
Transmission systems
Data transmission over the telephone network
Digital networ-ks including ISDN121
Amongst the large number- of committees cover ing other fields
special mention should be made of the joint CCITT/CCIR study
Groups:
CMTT - Television and sound transmission; administered by
CCIR
CMV - Defini tions of symbols; administered by CCIR
CMBD - Circuit noise and availability; administered by
CCITT.
In or-der- further- to develop standar-ds in the field 
telecommunications , a Joint Technical Pr-ogramming Committee
with the International Electrical Committee (IEC) and the
International Standar-ds Organisation (ISO) was established in
1985 : a co-operation aimed at adopting standards not in
conflict wi th each other.
In Eur-ope , CCITT/CCIR standards are generally reconsidered by
CEPT , which either- adopts them as its own standards or
develops them further , mainly excluding some options or
adding missing points , but never in conflict with them (see
Appendix 3).
2.  Fr-equency allocation
Frequency allocation for the var- ious telecommunica tions
services is conducted directly by the ITU in the Wor-ld
Administr-ative Radio Conferences , wher-e the r-egulations and
r-ecommendations ar-e r-evised.
The technical pr-epar-ation of these conferences is carried out
by the International Frequency Registr-ation Board. IFRB 
addition is r-esponsible for- the orderly recor-ding of
frequency assignments; and the positions assigned by
countr- ies to geostationary orbits and to fur-nish advice to
Members with a view to the operation of the maximum
practicable number of r-adio channels in those positions of
the spectrum where harmful inter-ference may occur and with a
view to the equi table , effective and economical use of the
geostationary satellite orbit.
A par-t of the regulations for- radio communications is devoted
to the subdivision of the frequency spectrum into bands to be
used for- different services in accordance with inter-national
agr-eements.
The CCIR , with refer-ence to this allocation , studies , in
particular- , how to use the fr-equency bands optimally.122
3. Other Hccommenda L inns
. . ... ... 
.. h..
Accounting r-ates and K-factors
For most administr-ations , international traffic r-epresents a major propor-tion of revenue and profits and this is
particular ly true of the major administrations.
Although there is increasing use of international services by
domestic customers , the major use is by business customers
and the efficiency and cost of international calls by
telephone , telex , data and facsimile services is a significant featur-e of the cost of the business
infrastructure in the Community countr- ies.
It is necessary to distinguish between tariffs - i. e. , charges ra ised by an admi n i.stra t ion from its i ndi vidual customers - and the accounting rates which are applied by
administrations in their- commer-c tal tr-ansCictions with each other in r-egard to international traffic including transit traffic (transit traffic is tr-affic fr-om one country to another that is r-outed via a third country).
Tar-iffs and accounting rates may bear no real relationship to
each other although the inter-national regulations do in fact lay down general principles as regards this aspect.
The present position is that accounting practices and
pr-inciples are controlled by r-elevant CCITT Recommendations.
CCITT Recommendation D . 150 relates to the "New System for
Accounting in International Telephony
The Recommendation lays down al ternati ve pr-ocedur-es for-
r-emunerating the destination countries from revenue collected
fr-om subscr ibers by the originating country.
Basically this entailed a choice between a procedur-e whereby the Administration of the country of or ig in keeps its revenue and remuner-ates the destination country for the facilities
made available (either- on the basis of a flat-r-ate price per
circuit or on the basis of traffic units car-r-ied) and a
second system whereby accounting revenue is shared between
two Administr-ations. A similar principle is applied in
relation to transit tr-affic The Recommendation does include
a general statement of pr-inciple that in fixing the
collection charges, i. e. th~ tariffs to the public , there should not be too large a dissymmetry between the charges
applicable in each dir-ection in the same relation.123
I'hese l~econ1/ncndatjons ikc other CC.J' I' RecommcndaLions , ar-e
not binding on each countr-y but they are given effect to the
extent that countr- ies make bilater-al agreements with each other- and ther-efor-e pr-essur-e from  one  country to observe the pr inciples will be reflected in its bilater-al arrangements with other countri~s. 
International tariffs in Europe are based on bilateral
agreements (including transit agreements). Mutually agreed
accounting rates are multiplied by the Administrations by
so-called K-factors , in order to ar-r ive at the final collection charge. K-factors ar-e applied with a wide var iance. As a consequence , the char-ge for- a telephone call
from country A to country B may vary by well over 100% from
the charge collected for the same call from country B to
country A , as is the case for certain Member- States.
Mor-e r-ecently , at the 1984 CCITT plenar-y, new "Guiding
Principles Governing the Apportionment of Accounting Rates in
Inter-continental Telephone Relations" wer-e discussed. They were meant to achieve gr-eater- fair-ness in the handling of
transit traffic , e.g.
, "
In an inter-continental telephone link , bilater-al or- multi-later-al agreements between the Administrations concer-ned should nor-mally pr-ovide for the
application of the same accounting rate in both dir-ections of
the relation regar-dless of the r-oute used"
This Recommendation is still under discussion in the current
Study Per-iod (Recommendation D. 155).
Present recommendations concerning provision of
international circuits.
The general principles covering the provision of
international private leased circuits ar-e detailed in CCITT Recommendations D. l and D. 6. These descr-ibe the circumstances
under which Administr-ations can make such circuits available
the uses to which they can (and c.annot) be put and the ar-r-angements under- which thes.e cir-cuits may be connected to any public switched systems (e. g. , the PSTN).
It should be noted that the r-ecommendations have been created
on the basic pr inciple that all switching and tr-ansmission is
the exclusive function of a single Administration in each
countr-y. This principle is quoted in the text of both D. l and124
Recommendation D. l is entitled "General principles for the
lease of inter-national (continental and intercontinental) pr-ivate telecommunications circuits
It deals with the ter-ms and conditions under- which
international telecommunications circui ts are made available
to a  customer for his or her  dedicated use under- ter-ms and conditions laid out in a lease between the customer- and the Administration at each end of the cir-cuit.
CCITT Re~ommendation D. 6 lays down the "General principles for the provision of international telecommunications
facilities to organisations formed to meet the specialised
international communications needs of their members
The recommendation is provfded to cover the (exceptional) circumstances in which a specialised communications
requirement cannot (yet) be met by an Administration. It
allows the Administration to make circuits available for a
use not author- ised under- Recommendation D. l (as well as D.
and D. 3), and which cannot be met by existing public
ser-v ices.
The fact that the r-egulatory environment has changed
significantly in a number- of countries has led to the si tuation , that these r-ecommendations are not applicable , and that Telecommunications Administrations do not apply them
, in a number of cases. For- this r-eason the World Administrative Telegr-aph and Telephone Confer-ence scheduled for 1988 will deal in particular- with this matter.
World Administrative Telegraph and Telephone Conference
(WATTC - 88).
The World Administrative Telegraph and Telephone Conference
scheduled for- late 1988 will discuss whether- and how to
regulate specialised networ-ks and enhanced services , with the aim of promoting the development of telecommunications
facilities and their most eff icient operation , while ensuring harmony in wor-ld-wide telecommunications.
A series of "conference preparatory" meetings is designed to draft a new set of regulations that should be approved at the
WATTC.125
The wor-k is being done under the auspices of the CCITT.
The delegates are drafting a new set of rules , designed to gover-n international telecommunications from the early 1990s
into the next cent~ry.
The expected recommendations (which should supplement the
provisions of the International Telecommunication Convention)
are intended to lay down the gener-al principles for the
provision and oper-ation of inter-national telecommunications services , r-ecognising the r-ight of members to r-egulate their
own telecommunications sectors.
The WATTC - 88 conference will have a major influence on the
Community' s futur-e exter-nal relations in the field of
telecommunications services. Appropr-iate co-or-dination of
the Community Member- States in the pr-epar-ator-y work is of
gr-eat impor-tance.GLOSSARY OF TECHNICAL TERMSBAHT
Bearer service
Bellcore
Bell Operating
Company
(BOC)
Broadband
CCH
CCIR
CCITT
CCTS
CEN
CENELEC
CEN/CENELEC
CEP'1'
Closed user group
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GREEN BOOK GLOSSARY
Br- i tish Approvals Board for
Telecommunications
A type of telecommunication service that
provides the capability for the trans-
mission of signals between user-network
interfaces (ref. (1))
Bell Communications Research Inc.
The 22 companies that were divested
from AT&T by a court order
Needs tr-ansmission bit rates equal to or
more than about 2 Mbi tis
Coordination Committe for Harmonisation
(CEPT)
International Radio Consultative
Commi ttee (ITU)
Inter-national Telephone and Telegraph
Consultative Committee (ITU)
Coordination Committee for Satellite
Telecommunications Services (CEPT)
European Committee for Standardisation
Europeah Committee for Electrotechnical
Standardisation
Joint European standards Institution
Eur-opean Conference of Postal and
Telecommunications Administr-ations (see
Annex 3)
Special group of users regar-ding
facilities numbering, changes , etc.127
CLTA Liaison Committee for Tr-ansatlantic
Telecommunications (CEPT)
Conformity Conformi ty of a product with given
standards or technical specific.ations ref. ( 2) J
CSDN Circuit Switched Digital Network
DELTA Development of European Lear-ning b~
Technological Advance (EC~project)
DFS Deutscher- Fer-nmeldesatelli t
Digital mobile
communications
A concept for a pan-European public
mobile communications system , based on
cellular- archi tectur-e , digital techniques
and supporting voice and data ser-vices (ref. (3) J
down-link Unidirectional portion of a communication
link from a satellite down to the earth
ter-mina 1 (see Annex 2)
DRIVE Dedicated Road and Intelligent Vehicles
in Europe (EC project)
ECMA Eur-opean Computer Manufacturers
Association
ECS European Communication Satelli 
ECREA Eur-opean Conference of Radio and
Electronic Equipment Association
ECTEL Eur-opean Telecommunications and
Professional Electronics Association
(established by ECREA and EUCATEL)
ECTUA European Council of Telecommunications
User Associations
EDI Electronic Data Inter-change (ref. (4) J
ESPRIT European Strategic Programme for- Research
and Development in Information Technology
EUCATEL European Conference of Associations of
Telecommunications IndustriesEuropean Standard
(EN)
European
pre-standard
(ENV)
European
Telecommunications
Standard (NET)
EUTELSAT
FCC
GAP
GSLB
IEC
IEEE
INMARSAT
Integrated
Broadband
Communications
( IBC)
Integrated
Services Digital
Network
(ISDN)
INTELSAT
ISO
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A standar-d which has been approved
pursuant to the statutes of the standards
bodies , with which the Communi ty has concluded agreements (see. Chapter VII , 1) fref. (5) )
A standard adopted in accordance with the
statutor-y rules of the standards bodies
wi th which the Community has concluded
agreements (see Chapter VI I, 1) r ref. (5) J
Technical specification recommendation of
CEPT , approved in accordance wi th a
procedur-e set down in a MOU and to be
adopted by the signatories of that MOD
(see Annex 3) (ref. ( 2) )
European Telecommunication Satellite
Or-ganisat ion
US Federal Communications Commission
Analysis and For-ecasting Group - sUbgr-oup
of SOG-T
CEPT Working Gr-oup "Groupe Special Lar-ge
Bande
International Electrotechnical Commission
Insti tute of Electr ical & Electronics
Eng ineer-s
Inter-national Mar ine Satellite
(see Annex 2)
Concept for- Community-wide telecommuni-
cations integrating narrowband and broad-
band, dialogue and distributive ser-vices
taking into account the evolving ISDN (ref. (6) J
A networ-k that provides digital
connections for- a wide range of tele-
communications ser-vices , including voice
and non-voice ser-vices , to which users
have access by a limited set of standard
mul tipur-pose user-network inter-faces (ref. (1) J
Inter-national Telecommunication Satellite
Organisation (see Annex 2)
International Standards OrganisationITU
K-factor
Local Area Network -
(LAN)
MAC
MDNS
MHS
Modem
NACP
Narrowband
NET
Open Network
Archi tecture
( ONA)
Open Network
Provision
(ONP)
Open System Interconnect
(OS I)
PABX
Paging
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InformaLion ' echnologies Steering
Commi t tee
Inter-national Telecommunications Union
(see Annex 4)
mutual) y agr-eed multiplier- to calculate
the final charges for inter-national
traffic (see Annex 
A network in a localised geographical
area, providing a high bandwidth to which
many nodes and terminals can be connected
Family of standards for enhanced TV
transmission via satellite (ref. (7) J
Managed Data Network Systems
Message Handling System
(Modulator--Demodulator). Devices which
allow digital equipment to be connected
to the ana log (telephone) networ 
North Atlantic Consultative Process
(established between FCC and CEPT)
Needs transmission bit r-ates of less than
about 2 Mbit/s
see European Telecommunications Standard
Concept promulgated by the FCC , which
requires network operators to offer
acces& to basic service elements
Concept to be elabor-ated by the Community fixing gener-al conditions under- which the
network infrastr-ucture is provided by the
Telecommunications Administr-ations 
users and ser-vice provider-s (see Chapter
, 4. 2 . J
the inter-national (ISO) open architecture
or iented , seven-layer concept to descr ibe
the interworking of networks and their-
components
Private Automatic Branch Exchange
A non speech , one~way, per-soHal selective
calling systemPSDN
PSTN
PTT
RACE
ROES
RPOA
SMS
SOGITS
SOG-T
SPAG
STAR
Systems Network
Architecture (SNA)
TEDIS
Telecommunications -
Administrations
Teleservice
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Packet Switched Digital Network
Public Switched Telephone Network
Postal , Telephone and Telegr-aph
Administr-ation
Research and Development Programme in
Advanced Communications Technologies for
Europe (see Chapter VI I , 2. 1. ref.
( 6. ) )
Receive Only Earth Station
Recognised Private Operating Agency
Satel1i te Multi Ser-vices (see Annex 
Senior Officials Gr-oup on Information
Technology Standards (EC)
Senior- Officials Group on
Telecommunications (EC)
Standards Promotion and Applications
Group (European organisation of IT companies) 
Special Telecommunications Action for
Regional D(;~velopment. Community programme
for the development of cer-tain
less-favoured regions of the Community by
improving c,ccess to advanced
telecommunications ser-vices (see Chapter
VII. ) Iref. (8)).
Propr ietary network standard used by IBM
for inter-connecting systems and networ-ks
Communi ty pr-ogramme .on Trade Electr-onic
Data Interchange Systems r see Chapter-
VII. ) (ref. (4))
Telecommunications Administr-ations
(PTTs) and Recognised Private Operating
Agencies (RPOAs)
A1;:ype of telecommunication service that
provides th.e complete capabi Ii ty,
including terminal equipment functions
for- communication between users accor-ding
to protocols establ ished by agr-eement
between the service prov iders  ref. (l) 131
TRAC Technical Recommendations Application
Committee (CEPT)
I'VRO Television Receive-Only Antenna
type approval confirmation that a particular equipment
is authorised or- recognised as suitable
to be connected to a particular public
telecommunications network (see Chapter-
VII . 1. 2. (r-ef. (2) 
up-link unidirectional portion of a communication
link fr-om the earth ter-minal up to a
satellite
VAN Value-Added Network
Very Small
Aperture Terminal
(VSAT)
Satellite earth terminal using a small
antenna with extremely focused
char-acter- istic for r-ecept ion (and/or
emission)
WATTC-88 World Administrative Telegr-aph and
Telephone Conference (1988) - (ITU)
WARe World Administrative Radio Conference
(ITU)
- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
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